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After qualifying with a BA hons  
degree in design, he had a 10 year 
career in interior design.  
 
When his mother was diagnosed  
with leukaemia he helped care for  
her and when she passed he made 
a career change to work in medical 
sales.  Bryan spent 7 years working 
for a company that sold specialist  
bed equipment, and beds that could 
turn patients, to social services and 
the NHS.  
 
He therefore built a wealth of  
experience dealing with people 
with many different disabilities and 
illnesses, working along side  
occupational therapists with home 
visits and demonstrations.

In 2003 he was offered a job helping 
to manage four mobility shops, again 
building experience in this field. 

In 2004 he decided to open his own 
mobility shop and has been trading 
in Clevedon ever since.

Bryan had two family members who 
had Motor Neurone disease and has 
a daughter who has had major spinal 
surgery. 

This has helped him realise the  
importance of the very best  
quality equipment to improve  
the quality and independence  
of people’s lives.

I

Bryan Dickinson is the owner and the  
friendly face that you will see in the  
Better Mobility shop. 

This is his story.  

Welcome to 
Better Mobility
Bryan’s Story
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Welcome to Better Mobility

Mobility Pit-Stop!

Repairs and servicing 
Keep your scooter working as it needs to with 
regular servicing by our experts. Having issues?
We’ll work with you to repair your scooter and  
get you back on the road.

FREE battery tests
All batteries lose their efficiency and ability  

to hold charge over time. We can test  
your battery and advise on whether you  

would benefit from a replacement.

Batteries and chargers 
We can advise on your best options from our 
stock range of batteries. If necessary, we can 
also source replacement chargers from most 
major manufacturers.

Scooter service check 
We offer a full Scooter Service Check for only  

£57 in-store! Or for just £67, we’ll collect,  
check and return your scooter directly to you.



Mobility Scooters that fit in the boot of a car!
A FREE bag and 3 months insurance on all Boot Scooter purchases

Welcome to Better Mobility

III

Microlite
£1995 
The Lightest Mobility  
Scooter in the world!
With a carry weight of only 12kg
Max user weight: 15st
Approx. range: 5 - 8 miles

Superlite 4 £2475 
Carry weight: 14.5kg
Max user weight: up to 18.9st
Approx. range: 8 miles

Vogue £1175
All around suspension.
Heaviest part 14.5kg
Splits into 5 separate parts
Max user weight: 21st
Approx. range: 8 - 10 miles 
Available in 6 colours

6
COLOURS

AVAILABLE

Q Fold £2475 
Very lightweight.
Carry weight: only 17.5kg
Max user weight: 18st
Approx. range: 8 miles



Mid-Size Mobility Scooters
More comfort and more range than standard Boot Scooters

Welcome to Better Mobility

IV

Sorrento £1750
User weight limit is 21.5st
Travel range approx. 20 miles
Top speed: 4mph

Vantage £1750 
All around suspension and choice of solid  
or pump up tyres.  
Max user weight: an amazing 26st
Approx. range: 16miles (22Ah batteries)  
or 25 miles (34Ah batteries)
Top speed: 4mph

Valencia £1750
User weight limit is 21.5st
Travel range approx. 20 miles
Top speed: 4mph

Envoy 4 £1750 
Max user weight: 25st 
Travel range approx. 25 - 30 miles
Top speed: 4mph



Roadworthy* Mobility Scooters
For comfort on the pavement or road - With a FREE bag and 3 months insurance

Welcome to Better Mobility

V * Can be used comfortably on the road or pavement

Cordoba £2895
Luxurious classic style.
Max user weight: 35st
Approx range: 30 miles (79Ah batteries)    
Top speed: 4mph (pavement)
or 8mph (road)

Traveso
£7595

Luxurious protective 
rust-proof cabin.  

Max user weight: 35st 
Approx range: 20 miles

Top speed 8mph

Alpha 8
£2375 

Compact size and turning  
circle for driving in a tight 

space. Max user weight: 25st. 
Approx range: 25 miles (50Ah 
batteries). Top speed 4mph 

(pavement) and 8mph (road)

Discovery 8  
£2750 

Spacious scooter with all 
around suspension and 13” 
wheels for greater comfort!  

Max user weight: 25st
Approx range: 25 miles (50Ah 
batteries). Top speed of 4mph 
(pavement) and 8mph (road). 

Gerona  
  BETTER PRICE  

£3750
Comfortable sporty  
looking road scooter.  
Max. user 
weight: 35st
 
Approx range:  
35 miles

NEW



BED AND CHAIR CARE

3Innovative products for easier living

EXCLUSIVE

BATWING PILLOW 
Shaped into three sections to hold you snugly.  
The lumbar section gently supports your back and  
the side sections give fantastic lateral support.
Use in bed or your favourite chair. Fitted pillowcase 
available separately.

SP14213 Batwing Pillow £38.99
SP14214 White Pillowcase £18.99
SP14214/P Pink Pillowcase £18.99
SP14214/B Blue Pillowcase £18.99

BEST 
SELLER3

‘V’ PILLOW p 
Supremely comfortable and gives excellent shoulder 
and neck support whilst relaxing either in bed or a 
chair. Fitted pillowcase available separately.

SP14222 ‘V’ Pillow £36.49
SP14223 White Pillowcase £17.49
SP14223/P Pink Pillowcase £17.49
SP14223/B Blue Pillowcase £17.49

BEST 
SELLER3

BED RELAXER  
Support and comfort whilst sitting or sleeping. 
Use upright to allow easy reading, or if you find 
it uncomfortable to sleep lying flat, turn it around 
and place under a normal pillow.   
Supplied with a washable, zipped cover

BEST 
SELLER3

 Spare CoversBed Relaxer
SP14027 Cream
SP14027/P Pink
SP14027/B Blue
Price £54.99

SP14099 Cream
SP14099/P Pink
SP14099/B Blue
Price                   £30.49



BED AND CHAIR CARE

4 Innovative products for easier living

Made from  
chromium and 
powder  
coated steel with  
a wooden top which can  
beset at varying angles.  
The table tops are trimmed  
with an edging so that 
items will not slip off. 

Height adjustable: 65 - 98cm
Table size: 56 x 41cm
With castors

PR60196                                                   £112.79

OVER BED/CHAIR TABLE q   

Increase the height of chairs  
and beds. Supplied as a set  
of 4. Maximum user weight  
130kg per block. 

Available in 2 heights. 

Small: 9cm (H), 16.5cm 
(Base Dia), 9cm (Interior Dia)
 Large: 14cm (H), 13.5cm 
(Base Dia), 8cm (Interior Dia)

PR60706/S   Height 9cm                  (£19.24) £23.09
PR60706/L  Height 14cm                (£19.24) £23.09

BED & CHAIR RAISERS q

Place under a chair’s existing cushion to raise 
the height by 4” (10cm) or 5” (12½cm).  
Supplied as standard with faux suede,  
zipped outer cover.

SP44867 18x18x4” (46x46x10cm) (£46.66) £55.99
SP44870 19x19x4” (48x48x10cm) (£46.66) £55.99
SP44873 20x20x4” (51x51x10cm) (£46.66) £55.99
SP44876 18x18x5” (46x46x13cm) (£49.99) £59.99
SP44879 19x19x5” (48x48x13cm) (£49.99) £59.99
SP44882 20x20x5” (51x51x13cm) (£49.99) £59.99

Max User 
Weight

22
st

140
kg

The above codes are for a booster cushion with a  
brown cover. For other colours add the following 
after the product code:  

  /BLA..... Black      /GRN.... Green      /RED..... Red

GREEN

BLACKBROWN

RED

BEST 
SELLER3

                 BOOSTER CUSHION



BED AND CHAIR CARE

Innovative products for easier living

PR60241
(£267.99) £321.59 PR60241/P

(£291.99) £350.39

TESTED TO BRITISH STANDARDS
PREMIER BED RAILSPREMIER BED RAILS

PR60196                                                   £112.79

PR60706/S   Height 9cm                  (£19.24) £23.09
PR60706/L  Height 14cm                (£19.24) £23.09

5



BED AND CHAIR CARE

6 Innovative products for easier living

p EZ STAND-N-GO
Helps you stand with 
confidence without having  
to buy an expensive lift chair. It’s perfect for those  
who are recovering from surgery, have back  
pain, general unsteadiness, or have a lower-set  
couch that is hard to stand from.  
 
The frame is fully adjustable to fit any couch, 
chair or recliner. It can be installed in minutes and 
places two handles right where you need them for 
maximum support while standing.  
 
PR60188                                   (£132.49) £158.99

ASSIST-A-TRAY
Swivel tray and safety handle in 
one, this new patented Assist-
A-Tray provides support in to 
and out of any sofa, chair or 
recliner; making it easy to sit or 
stand. 

The dual pivoting tray rotates 360° to the best  
position for the user. The tray includes a cup holder 
and extending compartment - perfect for keeping 
handy items close by.

PR60189         (£252.99) £303.59

BEST 
SELLER3

t COUCH CANE
A simple ergonomic couch-side handle that makes standing 
and sitting easy and safe, with super grip rubber pads to 
ensure total stability and protect floors from damage. 

Adjustable in depth 51 - 92cm (20-36”), and 
height 86 - 102cm (34-40”), the cane is  
compatible with most couches and chairs. 

It is made of steel for ultimate durability  
and comes with a four-pocket pouch for  
ultimate convenience. Keeping the remote, 
your glasses or even a phone close at hand. 

PR60224  (£199.99) £239.99



BED AND CHAIR CARE

Innovative products for easier living

OMNI TRAY ™

Standing Handle
Provides assistance on and  

off the couch or chair

Swivel Tray
Tray swivels 360° and  

pivots out of the way when  
not in use 

Adjustability
Adjusts in height and length to fit 

individual needs

Height of Tray: 61 – 81cm    -   Height of Handle Adjustment: 72 - 92cm    -   Dimensions of Handle: 11.5 x 12.5cm 
Base Length Adjustment: 65 - 95cm    -   Size of Tray: 51 x 38cm   -   Base Feet Measurements: 20 x 13cm   

Weight Limit of Tray: 13.5kg   -   Weight Limit of Handle: 113kg / 17st

£238.79
(£198.99) 

No additional
tools required

OMNI TRAY™

Provides assistance on and off 
the couch or chair. 

Swivel Tray
Tray swivels 360° and pivots out 
of the way when not in use.

Standing Handle

Height of Tray: 24” – 32”
Height of Handle Adjustment: 28.5” × 36.25”
Dimensions of Handle: 4.5” × 5”
Base Length Adjustment: 25.5” - 35.5”
Weight: 20 lbs
Size of Tray: 20” × 15”
Base Feet Measurements: 8” × 5”
Weight Limit of Tray: 30 lbs
Weight Limit of Handle: 250 lbs
Case of 2 Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 7” 
Case of 2 Weight: 40 lbs
Package Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 3.5”
Package Weight: 20 lbs

SPECIFICATIONS

Adjustability
Adjusts in height an length to fit 
individual needs.

NO ADDITIONAL 
TOOLS REQUIRED

WEIGHT CAPACITY

250
LBS

Adjusts

Adjusts

113kg/17st 
weight capacity

OMNI TRAY™

Provides assistance on and off 
the couch or chair. 

Swivel Tray
Tray swivels 360° and pivots out 
of the way when not in use.

Standing Handle

Height of Tray: 24” – 32”
Height of Handle Adjustment: 28.5” × 36.25”
Dimensions of Handle: 4.5” × 5”
Base Length Adjustment: 25.5” - 35.5”
Weight: 20 lbs
Size of Tray: 20” × 15”
Base Feet Measurements: 8” × 5”
Weight Limit of Tray: 30 lbs
Weight Limit of Handle: 250 lbs
Case of 2 Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 7” 
Case of 2 Weight: 40 lbs
Package Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 3.5”
Package Weight: 20 lbs

SPECIFICATIONS

Adjustability
Adjusts in height an length to fit 
individual needs.

NO ADDITIONAL 
TOOLS REQUIRED

WEIGHT CAPACITY

250
LBS

Adjusts

Adjusts
PR60186

250
LBS
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8 Innovative products for easier living

p PT BED CANE  
This cane makes it easy to sit up and get in to and 
out of bed. It’s great for those who have back pain, 
are recovering from surgery, or simply just need a 
little extra support. It comes with a mesh organiser 
pouch to keep handy items close by.  
 
Adjustable height to fit mattress 
depths of 25.5 - 43cm (10-17”). 
Height adjustments from  
mattress base to top of  
handle 49 - 64cm. 
Handle width: 16.5cm
Max capacity: 136kg
PR60187      (£118.99) £142.79

MOBILITY BED RAIL
Featuring a swing out mobility arm to aid transition 
from bed to standing. The swing out mechanism’s 
non-slip feet reach the floor for added stability.
Weight capacity: 136kg
PR60228                                 (£161.16) £193.39

BEST 
SELLER3

t BEDSIDE ECONORAIL
Despite weighing less than 1kg,  
the Econorail offers significant, sturdy 
support for the majority of users.  
It collapses to fit neatly inside the 
included carry case - no tools required.
Weight capacity: 136kg

PR60227                      (£82.16) £98.59



BED AND CHAIR CARE

9Innovative products for easier living

 30” SAFETY BED RAIL
 Keeps you from falling out of bed and also acts as a support bar for  
 getting in to and out of bed. The rail folds down and out of the way 
 when not in use. Weight capacity: 180kg
PR60232                                                                 (£126.99) £152.39

p BED CADDIE
Offers a helping hand to a sitting 
position in bed. Perfect for users 
who need a boost to get out of 
bed safely. 
PR60229             (£29.99) £35.99

BEST 
SELLER3

EZ ADJUST
BED RAIL™

Dual Uses
Functions as a bed rail to 

prevent falling out of bed or 
hand rail to assist  

in getting out of bed

Versatile
Reversible rail can be placed 

on either side of the bed. 
Pivots 180° down when 

not in use

PR60231

£196.49
(£163.74) 

Weight Capacity: Supports up to 126kg / 21st    -   Weight: 6.4kg    -   Bed Type: Fits 30 - 46cm mattress
Rail Height: 58.5cm    -   Gap between rails: 7.5cm    -   Installs in minutes with 4 bolts and included allen wrench

EZ ADJUST BED RAIL™

included allen wrench

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight Capacity: Supports up to 300 lbs 
Weight: 14 lbs
Bed Type: Fits 12"−18" mattress
Rail Width: Locks in place at 26", 34"

and 42" after installation
Rail Height: 23" from base of mattress 
Gap Between Rails: 3"
Package Dimensions: 28" × 21" × 1.5" 
Case of 4 Dimensions: 28" × 21" × 6" 
Case Weight: 60 lbs
Installs in minutes with 4 bolts and

Versatile
Reversible rail can be placed on 
either side of the bed. Pivots 180° 
down when not in use.

Functions as a bed rail to prevent 
falling out of bed or hand rail to 
assist in getting out of bed. 

Dual Uses

Extends 26−42 inches

Pivots 180˚down

Includes a bonus 
organizer pouch Secures to bed with 

included safety strap

Extends 66-107cm



BED AND CHAIR CARE

10 Innovative products for easier living

OVER CHAIR TABLE 
Made from epoxy coated steel with an 
easy clean laminate Beech effect table 
top, which can be tilted for reading or 
craft activities. The table is fitted with 
four castors for ease of positioning. 
  Table top: 60.5 x 40cm
Base: 80 x 58cm 
Height adjustable: 69.5 - 84.5cm

PR60195                                £176.39

BEST 
SELLER3

CUSHION & ACCESSORIES
SORT-OF ADVERT WITH POINTER

STANDARD SIZES 
NOT QUITE RIGHT?

Thanks to our in-house 
UK manufacturing team, 
we are able to produce 
cushions to almost any 

specification.

Please contact our 
sales team on

 01254 619000
 for more information

Wet weather protection from the elements - for you and your scooter

SEE PAGES 48 - 52
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EZ CLICK
BED RAIL ™

Weight Capacity: Supports up to 227kg / 35st    -   Weight: 8.3kg    -   Bed Type: Fits 15 - 23cm mattress
Handle Height: 33cm    -  Handle Length: 52cm    -  Secures to metal bed frame by tightening clamps

No additional
tools required

OMNI TRAY™

Provides assistance on and off 
the couch or chair. 

Swivel Tray
Tray swivels 360° and pivots out 
of the way when not in use.

Standing Handle

Height of Tray: 24” – 32”
Height of Handle Adjustment: 28.5” × 36.25”
Dimensions of Handle: 4.5” × 5”
Base Length Adjustment: 25.5” - 35.5”
Weight: 20 lbs
Size of Tray: 20” × 15”
Base Feet Measurements: 8” × 5”
Weight Limit of Tray: 30 lbs
Weight Limit of Handle: 250 lbs
Case of 2 Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 7” 
Case of 2 Weight: 40 lbs
Package Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 3.5”
Package Weight: 20 lbs

SPECIFICATIONS

Adjustability
Adjusts in height an length to fit 
individual needs.

NO ADDITIONAL 
TOOLS REQUIRED

WEIGHT CAPACITY

250
LBS

Adjusts

AdjustsEZ Click Release
Quickly detaches the handles 

to increase accessibility.

Two-Handled 
Configuration

Rails on both sides of the bed 
provide complete fall protection.

For Metal-Framed Beds
Designed for care home and  

hospice beds - including 
profiling beds.

11

227kg/35st 
weight capacity

OMNI TRAY™

Provides assistance on and off 
the couch or chair. 

Swivel Tray
Tray swivels 360° and pivots out 
of the way when not in use.

Standing Handle

Height of Tray: 24” – 32”
Height of Handle Adjustment: 28.5” × 36.25”
Dimensions of Handle: 4.5” × 5”
Base Length Adjustment: 25.5” - 35.5”
Weight: 20 lbs
Size of Tray: 20” × 15”
Base Feet Measurements: 8” × 5”
Weight Limit of Tray: 30 lbs
Weight Limit of Handle: 250 lbs
Case of 2 Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 7” 
Case of 2 Weight: 40 lbs
Package Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 3.5”
Package Weight: 20 lbs

SPECIFICATIONS

Adjustability
Adjusts in height an length to fit 
individual needs.

NO ADDITIONAL 
TOOLS REQUIRED

WEIGHT CAPACITY

250
LBS

Adjusts

Adjusts

500
LBS

NEWNEW

£419.99
(£349.99) 
PR60178

NEWNEW



12 Innovative products for easier living

HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN

A range of Anti-Slip products designed 
to keep your belongings in one place 
and to prevent damage and staining.

3 Dishwasher safe

3 Anti-Slip top and base 
 
3 Lightweight and easy to use

3 Long-lasting and durable

PR61704/L    Large 45.5 x 32cm      £18.59

z TRAYS
Keep glasses and plates in place on the 
journey from kitchen to table. TPE studs 
are moulded through the tray, making both 
the carry surface and the tray underside 
Anti-Slip.

Deep sides and carry handles make these 
trays accessible to all users. Sleek white / 
grey colour and dishwasher safe. 

STAY-PUT ANTI-SLIP TRAYS



13Innovative products for easier living

HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN

 q  Width 50.8 (W) x 182.9cm (L)

PR61701/1 Pearl White
PR61701/2 Almond
PR61701/3 Taupe
PR61701/4 Dove Grey
PR61701/5 Electric Blue
PR61701/6 Indigo Blue
PR61701/7 Chilli Red
PR61701/8 Mimosa Yellow
PR61701/9 Forest Green
PR61701/10 Black
Price   £17.99 

 q  Width: 30.5 (W) x 182.9cm (L)

PR61700/1 Pearl White
PR61700/2 Almond
PR61700/3 Taupe
PR61700/4 Electric Blue
PR61700/5 Indigo Blue
PR61700/6 Forest Green
PR61700/7 Chilli Red
PR61700/8 Mimosa Yellow
PR61700/9 Dove Grey
PR61700/10 Black
Price £11.99

MULTIPACK SETS of coasters and tablemats coasters are available

FABRIC ROLLS available in 2 widths and in 10 colours

The PER®formance material is non-allergenic, 
latex free and can be washed at 40°C without 
losing its inherent properties.

White Floral

Forest 
Green

Pearl
White Almond Taupe Electric 

Blue
Indigo
Blue

Chilli
Red

Mimosa
Yellow

Dove
Grey Black

OUR RANGE OF  
ANTI-SLIP PRODUCTS ARE: 

3 fire resistant 
3 hard wearing 
3 hygienic
3 easy to cut and will not fray
3 mould and mildew resistant
3 soft
3 cushioned
3 biodegradable 
3 UV stable 

t TABLEMATS
Available in 11 colours. Size: 30 x 40cm
PR61702/1 Pearl White
PR61702/2 Almond
PR61702/3 Taupe
PR61702/4 Electric Blue
PR61702/5 Indigo Blue
PR61702/6 Chilli Red
Price  £3.59

PR61702/7 Mimosa Yellow
PR61702/8 Forest Green
PR61702/9 Dove Grey
PR61702/11 Black
Price  £3.59
PR61702/13 
Price

White Floral
£5.99

PR61705/1 Pearl White
PR61705/2 Almond
PR61705/3 Indigo Blue
PR61705/4 Black
Price £3.09

t TWISTER GRIPS/COASTERS 
Available in 4 colours. Size: 14cm Dia 
Supplied in packs of 4.

BEST 
SELLER3

EXCLUSIVE
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HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN

p GOOD GRIPS® JAR OPENER
Comfortable, built-up handle helps open 
stubborn lids easily. Two metal grip strips allow 
for easy removal of lids ranging from 13 to 
95mm in diameter. 
Household dishwasher safe.
PR63023                                  £8.99

A

B

JAR POP KEY
Place the key against the lid of the jar, and  
with a slight lift, the vacuum is released  
meaning the lid is now effortless to unscrew and 
remove. High-density plastic makes this nifty tool  
an extremely durable and valuable kitchen  
implement. Dishwasher proof. MAX version is for 
deeper jar lids of 1.5 - 2cm. 
A  PR60035                                           £7.99
B  PR60035/MAX                                   £7.99

Easily squeezes out the last remains of products, 
leaving nothing inside the tube. The tube is easily 
mounted through the side of the device and 
by gently pulling it towards the lid, the tube is 
effortlessly emptied. Pack of 2.
PR60054                                                  £7.69

p TUBE MASTER

CAN KEY y
A practical and patented opener 
for all cans with a ring pull opening  
device. Place the tip of the tool 
under the ring and pull the handle: 
no more broken nails and  
sore fingers, and reduce 
the risk of cutting yourself  
on sharp can edges.

Made from high density  
plastic, it is an extremely  
durable tool.

Dishwasher proof.

PR60037       £7.19

p PLASTIC MULTI OPENER 
A handy device which easily opens many different 
cans and bottles in the kitchen. Pop open a ring 
pull, flick off a bottle lid and twist off resealable and 
pressure-sealed bottle caps with ease. An invaluable 
tool in any kitchen environment. 
PR60039                                               £5.99

BEST 
SELLER3



Innovative products for easier living

HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN

3 Unique ‘pivot to pour’ action
3 Ergonomically designed  
      to reduce handling effort
3 Non-slip base for security  
      and stability
3 Contrast design to aid those  
     with dementia and low vision

UCCELLO KETTLE
Ergonomically designed, the safe handling 
of boiling water becomes an effortless 
task. The easy-to-control tilt action is 
particularly suited to those with restricted 
strength and mobility.  

The pivoting action means the kettle 
moves around the water to the  
optimum pouring position, pouring safely 
and steadily to the same spot every time 
without the user having to lift any weight.

PR60106  Black/White
PR60110 Red/White
PR60111 Black/Black
PR60112 White/White
Price (£58.99) £70.79

POURING HOT WATER 
SAFELY AND STEADILY, 
EVERY TIME

U C C E L L O 
K E T T L E

15

NEWNEW

Black / 
White

Red /
White

Black /
Black

White /
White

EXCLUSIVE UK DISTRIBUTORS
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HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN

ROTATING REACHER q
This rotating clamp is ideal for a variety of tasks: 
just rotate the clamp to suit the job in hand.  
Easy to operate with a pistol style grip.

PR60214 31” (787mm)   (£18.99) £22.79

HAND GRIP REACHER p
The moulded handle is comfortable and operated by 
all four fingers making it easy to use for people with 
weaker hands. The rubber lined jaw provides a secure 
grip when picking up dropped items. The jaw also has  
a hook which can help with dressing.
PR60204/32   32” (813mm)      (£16.08) £19.29

STANDARD REACHER 
With a pistol style grip for easy 
operation, this lightweight reacher 
also has a magnet on the tip, enabling 
you to pick up metallic objects.

Code Length Weight         
PR60208 Short 26” (673mm) 168g  (£11.33) £13.59
PR60209 Long 32” (825mm) 190g (£12.16) £14.59

PR60205 Folding 
Folded

26” (673mm)  
13” (343mm) 255g (£12.16) £14.59

BEST 
SELLER3

PLUG TUGS
3Quick to fit
3Easy to implement
3Safe to use

The perfect solution for  
hard to reach plugs.  
Ideal for the elderly, for people with 
Arthritis and the visually impaired.  
 
Label each plug individually: no more 
chasing cables from plug to appliance. 
Safely remove it at any time thanks to 
improved grip angles.

Each single pack contains 10 plug tugs.

PR60076   £7.79

EXCLUSIVE

BEST 
SELLER3
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HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN

KEY TURNER 
The heavy-duty plastic handle  
provides extra leverage for easy 
turning. Holds three keys. Fold the  
keys into the handle when not in use.   
Length: 120mm 
Width: 22mm
Circumference: 100mm

PR60026                                                       £7.89

BEST 
SELLER3

FOOTSTOOL  y 
Chrome-plated steel frame for strength 
and a quality finish. This sturdy footstool 
has an anti-slip rubber mat to the 
standing surface, with anti-slip rubber 
ferrules to each leg ensuring the user has 
a steady surface on which to stand. The 
additional handrail provides an extra layer 
of user security. 

PR60222H £107.99

Max User 
Weight
19
st

120
kg

Total height: 81cm

PILLBASE TRAVEL   
Water-repellent shell and shock proof 
padding make this case the perfect 
travelling companion for all your 
medication. Carry with you  
what you need or 
even keep it close 
at hand at home. 

PR61525                £20.99

Powder coated steel frame with  
a padded seat and  
four possible  
configurations: 
• seat only
• seat and arms
• seat and back
• seat, back and  

arms 

The product requires  
minor assembly.

Max User 
Weight
18
st

114
kg

Seat height adjustable: 55 - 70cm
PR60266       (£119.99) £143.99

ONE STOOL GIVES YOU 
FOUR DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS

4 IN 1 PERCHING STOOL y

seat only seat & arms

seat &
 back

seat, back 
  & arms
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A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF 
MEDICATION STORAGE AND PILL 

APPLIANCE PRODUCTS

A      POCKET MED AM/PM  
This pocket sized container 
is ideal when out and about. 
Each of the two compartments 
can hold up to 25 average size 
tablets or pills for a twice-a-day 
regimen. Supplied as a pack of 
2 assorted colours. 

PR61523                           £5.09

B      7 DAY MEDICHEST 
Simply take a day’s dosage  
with you when you’re on the go! 
Day planners can be removed 
easily and fit a morning, noon, 
evening and bed regimen.  
Braille markings and raised 
letters for the visually impaired.

PR61522                        £13.79

F       7 DAY DETACH N’ GO  
Seven interlocking and 
detachable compartments that 
can hold up to 25 pills in total 
(aspirin size), with contoured 
compartments for easy pill 
removal. Each day can be 
removed and taken out of the 
organiser independently. 

PR61509                          £9.19

D       7 DAY DETACH N’ GO  
       WITH CUTTER  
Seven interlocking detachable 
compartments that can hold up 
to 25 pills in total (aspirin size), 
with contoured compartments 
for easy pill removal. Contains 
a stainless steel high quality pill 
cutter.

PR61519                         £12.29

E       ULTRA PILL CRUSHER
Ergonomic triangle shape 
designed for easy handling. 
Turns pills into powder for easy 
swallowing. Easy to clean and 
with a secure grip designed for 
those with a weakened grip 
or arthritis, and an additional 
storage area under cap.

PR61512                          £8.19

C       ULTRA PILL SPLITTER  
Includes a blade guard for added 
safety. Ergonomic design easily 
cuts pills in half for those who 
have difficulty swallowing. 
Includes finger grooves. 
V-shaped design for cutting 
accuracy.

PR61510                        £10.59

A

D
E

F

B

C
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• Simple to open / close even for those with limited dexterity
• Secure closures for taking your medication out and about
• Tabbed compartments divide pills by day / time as required EXCLUSIVE

       7 DAY ULTRA 
       BUBBLE LOCK
Features a unique patent- 
pending locking system with 2 
sizes available and contoured 
compartments for easy pill 
removal.

Large (16.5 x 3.8 x 3.2cm)
Extra Large (19.4 x 5.1 x 3.5cm)
PR61514    Large              £3.89
PR61515    Extra Large     £4.89

J K      7 DAY TWICE A DAY  
Helps to maintain an AM/
PM medication plan. The 
contoured design and tabbed 
compartments open easily 
and securely snap shut. Bold 
labelling with a white base and 
translucent coloured lids to 
enable easy viewing.

PR61520                           £6.69

L      PILL PULVERIZER
The winged design crushes 
pills quickly and easily - ideal 
for those suffering from arthritis 
or a weakened grip. It creates 
a fine powder, which can easily 
be consumed with liquids for 
patients who have difficulty 
swallowing pills. Easy to clean. 

PR61511                          £7.29

G       7 DAY AM/PM  
       PUSH TO OPEN
Easy to operate container 
enables those with limited 
strength and dexterity to easily 
access their daily medication. 
Includes a tray to hold two 
organisers. 

PR61508                        £13.19

I       7 DAY PUSH TO OPEN 
Each daily compartment opens 
quickly and easily with a simple 
press of the finger and closes 
securely. Includes anti-slip grips 
to the base to keep the chest 
stable when in use. Can hold up 
to 46 aspirin sized pills.

PR61516                           £5.49

H       7 DAY MEDIPLANNER 
Maintain a morning, noon, 
evening and bed medication 
plan. Transluscent lids for quick 
and easy medication recognition. 
Colour coded compartments for  
up to four times per day
medication planning.

PR61521                         £13.79

J

G
H

I

LK
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STAY WARM FEEDING DISH u 
Keep food warm for longer. The chamber 
under the plate can easily be filled with 
warm water, ensuring hot dinners retain 
temperature whilst the user eats. 
The non-slip base keeps the plate in place, 
reducing the risk of spillage. 
Microwave and dishwasher safe. 
Dish diameter: 22cm
PR65110-N                                        £16.99

Enhance Independence, Enrich Lives

Easy to use, comfort grip RADAR key which 
will open over 10,000 disabled toilets in the 
UK. Be confident one of these toilets will be 
available for you when you need it.

Easy to use, comfort grip RADAR key which 
will open over 10,000 disabled toilets in the 
UK. Be confident one of these toilets will be 
available for you when you need it.

GENUINE RADAR KEYS
Our Blue Badge Holders are perfect to 

protect, store and display your parking 
permit. The Exclusive Hologram Safe © 
design preserves its integrity. Complies 

with DfT guidelines 

Our Blue Badge Holders are perfect to 
protect, store and display your parking 
permit. The Exclusive Hologram Safe © 
design preserves its integrity. Complies 

with DfT guidelines 

BLUE BADGE WALLETS

20

FOOD GUARD 
This flexible food guard can be fitted to 
ordinary plates to assist with one handed 
eating by creating a high inward sloping 
face. Three clips attach the guard to the 
rim of any plate with a 19 to 25cm external 
diameter. 
 
Microwave and dishwasher safe. 
Weight: 45g

PR65071                                (£5.83) £6.99

BEST 
SELLER3
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HENRO-PLATE  
With a high back and a low front, the plate’s sloped design 
allows food to slide down to one side, making eating with 
one hand possible. Small rubber feet can be attached to the 
bottom to give the plate an anti-slip function. Microwave and 
dishwasher safe. Size: L 28cm, W 19.5cm 
PR65553                                     (£20.99) £25.19

p GRIPWARE™ ROUND SCOOP DISH  
The low front and high back are ideal for people 
with limited motor co-ordination or the use of only 
one hand. Microwave and dishwasher safe.  
Dish diameter: 20cm 
PR65006                                                    £12.79

p GRIPWARE™  
PARTITIONED SCOOP PLATE 
Individual compartments to keep food separate 
and provide more surfaces for scooping. 
Plate diameter: 22cm
                          PR65601                                                     £16.49

Price               £32.39

 Cool Cats Hoot Owls Ladybird

LAP TRAYS y  
Our attractive multipurpose bean bag  
cushioned lap tray is ideal for enjoying breakfast 
in bed or dinner in front of the TV.  Comfortable  
and convenient, this generously filled bean bag lap 
tray is an attractive and stable surface for working, 
playing or eating. Wipe clean, sturdy, durable surface 
with a co-ordinating frame to stop things slipping off. 
Designed and handmade in the UK.

PR61721    Cool Cats
PR61722    Hoot Owls
PR61723    Ladybird

Atlantis bathroom (& RTS)
take RTS - shower stool - back scrubber

whatever fits

SEE PAGES 64 - 67

Allowing you to retain your 
independence and dignity 

in the bathroom
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t DUO   
An innovative ergonomic 
handle that attaches to 
everyday mugs, glasses and 
bottles to increase grip and 
stability when drinking.  
Wraparound style protects 
hands and fingers. 

Can hold cups / mugs of a 
diameter from 70 to 90mm.  
Wash in warm water.

PR65673          £17.09 PR65540W  (£10.41) £12.49

p DIGNITY BY WADE 
This earthenware cup has added 
Alumina for extra strength. 
Dishwasher, microwave and 
freezer safe.

SURE GRIP  
NON SLIP CUP 

This stackable, polycarbonate 
mug features deep grooves 
allowing a comfortable,  
anti-slip grip.  
The temperature regulated lid 
changes colour if the contents 
are in excess of 50°C. Supplied 
with a lid. An optional handle  
is available as is a useful  
straw clip. Microwave and 
dishwasher safe.

PR65571 Clear Cup £9.59
PR65572 Blue Cup £9.59
PR65573 Pink Cup £9.59
PR65571/G Green Cup £9.59
PR65571/O Orange Cup £9.59
PR65571/V Violet Cup £9.59
PR65571/Y Yellow Cup £9.59
PR65581 Handle £8.79
PR65582 Straw Clip £1.29

Temperature Regulated Lid
PR65580                 (£7.16) £8.59

PR65680 (£15.66) £18.79

HANDSTEADY
A unique cup that makes 
drinking easier with fewer spills, 
more control and more comfort 
despite arthritis, pain, weakness, 
tremor, limited dexterity and other 
conditions. 

The handle rotates so that the  
cup self-levels using gravity; It  
has a large handle for four fingers. 
Dishwasher safe. 

Includes discreet fitted lid.

EXCLUSIVE
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PR65033 Feeding cup  £8.09
PR65032 Feeding cup with wings         £8.09

FEEDING CUP u  
Choose from straight sided cups or 
ones with added wings (handles). 
Both types are supplied with two spouted  
lids: one wide and one narrow. Each pack contains 
1 cup and 2 lids. Holds 200ml. Dishwasher safe.

PR65075                            £4.79

NOVO CUP  u 
The user can drink independently 
and comfortably while lying down. 
Dishwasher, microwave and  
autoclave safe.  

CLEAR MUG WITH HANDLE 
A clear plastic mug with large open handle to  
grip around or under. Supplied with two lids,  
one for anti-spill and one with a drinking spout.
Mug is dishwasher safe, but the lids are not.  
Microwave safe. Capacity: 300ml 

PR65100                       £11.99

BEST 
SELLER3

q DINNER BIBS
Long bibs with a poly/cotton 
front and a waterproof backing. 
The necks open and close with 
a velcro fastening. Colours  
and style may vary. 
Machine washable. 
Size of bib: 460 x 890mm

PR65645                         £16.19

CARING PRODUCTS
Danish Design Made In Denmark

3 Angled for drinking without tipping  
    the head back to drain the cup
3 Transparent for visible contents 
3 Large base to prevent tipping
3 Includes lid
3 200ml capacity
3 Dishwasher and microwave safe

The cup designed with large handles to
 make gripping and drinking easy

PR65646
Clear

PR65646/B
Blue

PR65646/O     
Red

PR65646/G
Green

£15.59

BEST 
SELLER3

£17.59
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BIG GRIP CUTLERY
The built up handles are  
made of soft latex free material 
with a flexible rubber grip. 
A special extended safety cap 
protects fingers. The twist in 
the shaft allows the utensil 
to be adjusted to any angle. 
Dishwasher safe.

Bend for use in right or 
left hand

Requires minimal 
strength for easy cutting

Stainless steel 
Dishwasher safe

Soft flexible ribbing 
adapts for any grip

Large cushioned grip is 
comfortable to hold

A PR65591 Fork (£15.33) £18.39
B  PR65595 Youth Spoon (£15.33) £18.39
C  PR65593 Teaspoon (£11.66) £13.99
D  PR65594 Dessert Spoon (£15.33) £18.39
E  PR65592 Rocker Knife (£15.33) £18.39
F  PR65592/S Serrated Rocker Knife (£19.16) £22.99
G PR65590 Souper Spoon (£19.16) £22.99

BEST 
SELLER3

A C EB D F G

 SPOON
PR65550/DG/L Dark Grey / Left
PR65550/DG/R Dark Grey / Right
PR65550/R/L   Red / Left
PR65550/R/R Red / Right

 FORK
PR65551/DG/L  Dark Grey / Left
PR65551/DG/R Dark Grey / Right
PR65551/R/L Red / Left
PR65551/R/R Red / Right

 KNIFE
Double sided cutting edge. Suitable for 
both hands. Microwave safe (knife only). 
PR65552/DG Dark Grey
PR65552/R Red

CARING PRODUCTS
Danish Design Made In Denmark

CUTLERY

3 Fork and spoon are available for left    
    (L) and right (R) hands. 
3 Withstands dishwasher and rough  
    handling.

An innovation in design,  
the comfort grip and unique  

angle makes passing the food 
 to the mouth easy for controlled,

 independent eating. 

£14.39
(£11.99)

EXCLUSIVE
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Simple, elegant lines befit this lightweight yet sturdy rollator.
Ergonomic handles, sturdy back rest (included) and easy-
to-use brakes enhance the user experience and the large 
wheels absorb the bumps of any uneven surfaces. 

Just 20cm wide when folded, the Let’s Move tucks out of  
the way when not in use. Shopping bag included.

A stylish and innovative rollator
FROM TRUSTCARE

Handle height: 78-93cm
Seat height: 60cm
Length: 65cm
Width: 58cm
Carrying weight: 5.4kg

Max User 
Weight

20
st

130
kg

LET’SLET’S
MOVEMOVE

PR30276/GR   Grey

25

EXCLUSIVE

£377.99
(£314.99)
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Handle adjust height: 78-96cm
Length: 65cm
Width: 58cm
Seat width: 40.5cm
Seat height: 59.5cm

Max User 
Weight

20
st

130
kg

Enjoy life a little more!
WORLDWIDE SUCCESS 
FROM TRUSTCARE

Beautiful, elegant and lightweight. Large sprung wheels 
absorb impact and shaped rubber handles make for  
a comfortable hold. 

Generously-sized leather effect seat and back strap that 
come with the Let’s Go Out offer a convenient resting 
place with locking brakes to keep you still. The included 
bag is an ideal shopping companion on or off the rollator. 

EXCLUSIVE

LET’S LET’S 
GO OUTGO OUT

PR30278/BE   Beige/Silver PR30278/BK   Black/Silver

£451.19
(£375.99)
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Handle adjust height: 78-92cm
Tray height: 60cm
Length: 65.5cm
Width: 57cm
Carrying weight: 6.8kg

Max User 
Weight

20
st

130
kg

PR30277/RD   Red

PR30277/GR   Grey

PR30277/WH   White

PR30277/CH   Champagne

A winner in style and aesthetics. Cast aluminium frame 
provides unique form and strength whilst keeping the 
rollator lightweight. 

Discreet suspension and large wheels; coupled with 
ergonomic handles and generous seat make this rollator 
practical, comfortable and stylish. Bags and back rests 
available separately. 

A global 
design success
 FROM TRUSTCARE

EXCLUSIVE

Innovative products for easier living 27

£515.99
(£429.99)

LET’S LET’S 
FLYFLY
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With its carry bag and clip-on tray, this rollator is the ideal 
companion around the home. 

The soft single handle and linked lockable brakes allow  
the user to operate the Let’s Go Indoor with one hand  
if necessary. Lightweight and easy to use; giving support 
where needed. Neatly folds away.

Handle adjust height: 83-95cm
Tray height: 68cm
Length: 63cm
Width: 54.5cm
Carrying weight: 6.5kg

Max User 
Weight

16
st

100
kg

EXCLUSIVE

£344.39
(£286.99)

LET’S GO LET’S GO 
INDOORINDOOR PR30285   Beech/Silver
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Handle adjust height: 83-95cm
Tray height: 68cm
Length: 64cm
Width: 57cm
Carrying weight: 6.5kg

Max User 
Weight

20
st

130
kg

EXCLUSIVE

PR30266/WA   Walnut

The liquid coated paint and discreet curve to the legs  
give this rollator an elegant look.  Lightweight and easy  
to use; this rollator is a perfect indoor companion with  
a generous bag and a secure fit tray. 

The soft ergonomic handle and linked single brake 
system provide support and safety in all situations.  
The Let’s Dream folds when not in use or for  
transporting in a car.

29

Liquid 
coated paint

Gently curved legs

Full coverage
 carry bag

Secure
clipped tray

Ergonomically
shaped handle

LET’S LET’S 
DREAMDREAM

£383.99
(£319.99)
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COMPACT 
ALUMINIUM TRI 
WHEEL WALKER u
Folds for easy storage  
and transportation. 
Looped brakes can be 
locked to give the user 
additional confidence  
when resting.  

Height adjustable handles.  
Requires assembly. 
Includes a bag.  
Available with a metallic 
blue or silver frame.

PR30275/SL  Silver (£132.99) £159.59 
PR30275/BL  Blue (£132.99) £159.59 

Max User 
Weight

18
st

114
kg

COMPACT 
ALUMINIUM 
ROLLATOR u
Lightweight and 
manoeuvrable rollator 
promotes independence 
inside and outside the 
home. Looped brakes can 
be locked when resting.  
The handles are also 
height adjustable. Folds 
easily. Includes an 
underseat bag.  
Available in metallic blue. 

Seat height:  
Low: 45.5cm     Medium: 53cm     High: 58cm
 
Handle height: 84 - 95cm

Carrying weight: 5.35kg

PR30282/BL                                 (£139.99) £167.99

Max User 
Weight
18
st

114
kg

EXCLUSIVE

Length: 63cm
Width: 57cm
Seat height: 60cm
Carrying weight: 6.9kg
Handle adjust height: 76-95cm

Max User 
Weight

20
st

130
kg

The 25ltr shopping bag makes 
this the ideal companion when 
indulging in some retail therapy.

The lightweight aluminium frame 
belies its sturdy durability and 
the large wheels and ergonomic 
handles make it a delight to use. 
The bag’s lid doubles as a  
handy seat – ideal for a quick 
breather when out in town.  
Back rests available separately.

LET’S SHOPLET’S SHOP

PR30272/BK
Black

PR30272/GR
Grey

Handle height: 78 - 94cm

Carrying weight: 4.7kg

£551.99
(£459.99)
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TAIMA S-GT p
Perfectly proportioned for the petite 
user. Sepia metallic. 
Folded: 23(W)x76-86(H)x62(L)cm
Unfolded: 58(W)x76-86(H)x62(L)cm
Seat height: 59cm
Carrying weight: 5.3kg
PR30267/SGT  (£299.99) £359.99

TAIMA M-GT p
Lightweight and adjustable for city 
living. Reseda green metallic. 
Folded: 23(W)x79-95(H)x68(L)cm
Unfolded: 63(W)x79-95(H)x68(L)cm
Seat height: 61cm
Carrying weight: 5.5kg
PR30267/MGT  (£299.99) £359.99

3 Extremely lightweight

3 Elegant, stylish design

3 Stable and easy to fold

3 Easy to control and  
     manoeuvre

EXCLUSIVE UK 
DISTRIBUTORS OF

TAIMA XC p
Pneumatic tyres and XL wheels: 
enjoy the outdoors. Red metallic. 
Folded: 27(W)x85-95(H)x75(L)cm
Unfolded: 67(W)x85-95(H)x75(L)cm
Seat height: 61cm
Carrying weight: 9.1kg
PR30268        (£599.99) £719.99

Max User 
Weight

23
st

150
kg

EXCLUSIVE
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Portable
Quickly and easily folds up  
for storage in small spaces

Trouble-Free
Locking swivel wheels and rear  

Easy-Glide feet for easy manoeuvering

PR30182/BW 
 Black Walnut

PR30182/CB 
Cobalt Blue

£143.99
(£119.99) 

EZ FOLD-N-GO
WALKER™

Weight capacity: 181kg / 28st    -   Weight: 3.6kg    -   Height Adjustment: 81 - 97cm
Open Dimensions: 55 x 65cm    -    Collapsed Dimensions: 91 x 13 x 20cm    -   Open Handle Width:  46cm

Max carrying weight: 2kg
Width without tray: 434mm
Width with tray: 457mm
Depth with tray: 310mm
Height: 200mm
Total weight: 1kg

PR30350                   (£53.83) £64.59

THE BUCKINGHAM WALKING FRAME CADDY 
Supplied with a tray that is 
designed to safely transport
a plate of food, and a mug
holder which catches 
any spillages. The Caddy
has one large and one 
small compartment to 
allow the user to separate
items such as glasses, 
keys, medication etc.
Easy to fit to most styles of 
walking frame.

p WALKING FRAME   
     NET BAG 
Clips onto a walking frame for 
carrying shopping or personal 
belongings. Height and width are 
both adjustable. 
PR30292               (£10.83) £12.99

BEST 
SELLER3
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Portable
Folds up to 3x smaller than  

the average rollator

Reliable
Locking hand brakes for  

added stability 

Convenient
Includes a seat for resting  
and provides basket and  

organiser for on the  
go storage

       Updated Seat
         New and improved  
          seat for added comfort

Weight capacity: 113kg / 17st    -   Weight: 6.4kg    -   Height Adjustment: 84 - 91cm    -    Open Depth: 59cm 
 Open Width: 70cm    -   Open Handle Width:  43cm    -   Collapsed Dimension: 91 x 33 x 25cm

Wheels:  15cm diameter    -   Seat Dimension: 47 x 13cm

£323.99
(£269.99) 

THE WORLD’S MOST PORTABLE ROLLATOR

PR30183/BW 
 Black Walnut

33

PR30183/CB 
Cobalt Blue

NEW
FEATURE!

NEW
FEATURE!

EZ FOLD-N-GO
ROLLATOR™
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ARTHRITIS GRIP CANE ADJUSTABLE - FOLDING 
Ideal for users that need full palm support.  
Especially suitable for those with Rheumatoid Arthritis. 
 
Ferrule size: 19mm
Adjustable height: 838 - 940mm

Left Handed
PR30108F-BK  Black
Price      (£16.66) £19.99

PR30108F-ICE  Blue Ice
PR30108F-FRL  Floral
PR30108F-IVY  Ivy
PR30108F-PF  Pink Flower
PR30108F-PAS  Paisley
Price     (£19.49)  £23.39

Right Handed
PR30107/F-BK  Black
Price       (£16.66) £19.99

PR30107F-ICE  Blue Ice
PR30107F-FRL  Floral
PR30107F-IVY  Ivy
PR30107F-PF  Pink Flower
PR30107F-PAS  Paisley
Price       (£19.49) £23.39

Max User
Weight

18
st

114
kg

Provides users  
with gentle palm  
support. 

 
Available in  
Black Only.

Max User 
Weight

18
st

114
kg

Adjustable height: 762 - 991mm
Ferrule size: 19mm

Adjustable height: 762 - 991mm
Ferrule size: 19mm

Designed for users  
that need gentle  
palm support.

Available in 
Black Only.
Non-folding.

PR30107S-BK  Right Handed
PR30108S-BK  Left Handed
Price                 (£18.99) £22.79

Max User 
Weight

18
st

114
kg

PR30107-BK   Right Handed
PR30108-BK   Left Handed
Price               (£18.99) £22.79

 
Designed for users that need full 
palm support. Especially 
suitable for Rheumatoid  
Arthritis sufferers. 
Available in  
Black Only.
Non-folding.

Max User 
Weight

18
st

114
kg

q COMFORT GRIP CANEq ARTHRITIS GRIP CANES COMFORT GRIP CANE  
ADJUSTABLE FOLDING  
(SMALL HANDLE)

Adjustable height: 762 - 991mm
Ferrule size: 19mm

PR30107FS-BK  Right Handed
PR30108FS-BK  Left Handed
Price                  (£16.66) £19.99
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Our ferrules are available in a range of sizes and colours. 
Supplied in packs of two unless otherwise stated.

PR30039-BK PR30039-GRPR30035-GR PR30035-BK

Base Diameter: 40mm
Code    Size  Colour
PR30035-BK 21mm Black
PR30035-GR 21mm Grey
Price               £3.59

Base Diameter: 40mm
Code Size Colour
PR30039-BK 27mm Black
PR30039-GR 27mm Grey
Price        £3.59

Uniquely designed bellows help 
absorb shock, relieving pain and 
discomfort.  Suitable for most 
crutches, canes, and walking 
sticks. The spring action aids 
walking efficiency and reduces 
fatigue. Reduces slips, trips and 
falls by providing up to 50% more 
grip than traditional ferrules.
PR30040/G Grey 16mm
PR30041/G Grey 19mm
PR30042/G Grey 22mm
PR30043/G Grey 25mm
PR30040/B Black 16mm
PR30041/B Black 19mm
PR30042/B Black 22mm
PR30043/B Black 25mm
Price                               £13.79

q FLEXYFOOT

BlackGrey

TRI-TIP FERRULE 
Offering improved balance and greater stability than a conventional base. 
This simple accessory also makes the stick/cane self-standing; making life 
easier for the user. Supplied as a single unit.
PR30020                        (£6.99) £8.39

Base Diameter: 30mm
Code Size Colour
PR30017-BK 16mm Black
PR30017-GR 16mm Grey
PR30018-BK 19mm Black
PR30018-GR 19mm Grey
PR30037-BK 16mm Black
PR30037-GR 16mm Grey
Price £3.59 PR30017-GR PR30037-GRPR30018-GR

PR30017-BK PR30037-BKPR30018-BK

Base Diameter: 40mm
Code Size Colour
PR30034-BK 19mm Black
PR30034-GR 19mm Grey
Price   £3.59

Base Diameter: 40mm
Code   Size Colour
PR30034-PK 19mm Pink
PR30034-BL      19mm Blue
Price                                £4.59

PR30034-BK PR30034-GR PR30034-PK PR30034-BL
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These folding adjustable walking sticks with ‘T’ shaped 
handle are lightweight and easy to use. They fold away 

neatly for easy storage when not in use. 

BEST 
SELLER3

Adjustable Folding Walking Sticks

Height: 29-33”  
PR30121-F/ICE/S Blue Ice (£19.49) £23.39
PR30120-BK/S Black (£16.66) £19.99
PR30120/BF/S Burgundy 

Flower
(£19.49) £23.39

PR30120/BP/S Blue Petal (£19.49) £23.39
PR30120/T/S Tartan (£19.49) £23.39
PR30120/IVY/S Ivy (£19.49) £23.39
PR30120/PF/S Pink 

Flower
(£19.49) £23.39

PR30120/PAS/S Paisley (£19.49) £23.39

- With brown handle

Height: 31-35”
PR30120-BK Black (£16.66) £19.99

- With brown handle

Height: 33-37”
PR30121/I Birds Eye 

Maple 
(£19.49) £23.39

PR30121-F/ICE Blue Ice (£19.49) £23.39
PR30121-BK Black (£16.66) £19.99
PR30120/BF Burgundy 

Flower
(£19.49) £23.39

PR30120/BP Blue Petal (£19.49) £23.39
PR30120/T Tartan (£19.49) £23.39
PR30120/IVY Ivy (£19.49) £23.39
PR30120/PF Pink Flower (£19.49) £23.39
PR30120/PAS Paisley (£19.49) £23.39

- With brown handle

Height: 30-35”
PR30135 Etched 

Black
(£19.49) £23.39

PR30136 Etched 
Gold

(£19.49) £23.39

PR30137 Bubble (£19.49) £23.39
PR30138 Squares (£19.49) £23.39
PR30139 Swirl (£19.49) £23.39
PR30140 Circles (£19.49) £23.39

- With black handle

BURGUNDY
FLOWER

PAISLEY

BUBBLES BLACK

BLUE ICE PINK FLOWER

TARTAN

ETCHED
BLACK

SWIRLS

SQUARES

BLUE PETAL

CIRCLESIVY

ETCHED
GOLD

BIRDS EYE
MAPLE

All sticks supplied with 19mm black  
ferrule unless otherwise stated Fitted with 

pink ferrule
Fitted with 
blue ferrule
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MOBILITY

Elegant & Stylish

Colourful & Practical

FOUR 
ADJUSTMENT 

SETTINGS FOR THE 
PERFECT HEIGHT

FOLDS AND 
RE-CONNECTS 

EASILY

STURDY 
FERRULE 

FOR 
SAFETY

CURVED HANDLE

FOR A SECURE 

AND COMFORTABLE GRIP
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MOBILITY

PR30090/BB2 Black/Black
PR30090/SB2 Silver/Black
PR30090/BG2 Black/Green
PR30090/BY2 Black/Yellow
PR30090/BO2 Black/Orange
Price          (£88.99) £106.79
Supplied as a pair

Replacement Ferrules
PR30090/FERRULES   £10.39
Supplied as a single unit

COMFORT GRIP  
ADJUSTABLE CRUTCHES  
With an anatomical soft grip  
designed to support the  
palm and spread the pressure,  
for increased comfort.  
Leg and forearm sections  
adjust independently for  
a custom fit. Finished  
in Bronze or Blue  
metallic. 

Sold as a pair

PR30081-BZ    Bronze (£61.99) £74.39
PR30082-BL     Blue (£61.99) £74.39

EXCLUSIVE

Trust Care’s Let’s Twist Again  
ergonomic crutches are made of  
lightweight aluminium, in an attractive 
design. Available in five modern colours, 
they were awarded the Red Dot Award 
Winner 2014.

Height to handle: 660 - 890mm
Handle to cuff: 230 - 310mm
Ferrule size: 21mm

FLIPSTICK
A dual purpose walking cane  
comprising of a rigid, folding  
aluminium stem with a comfortable 
plastic seat/handle.  
Dual locking system. 
The triangular  
shaped bag is  
lightweight to carry –  
the perfect traveller’s  
companion.
Weight with bag 0.60kg/1.33lbs
Weight without bag 0.50kg/1.11lbs
Original stick height: 87.5cm 
Adjustable stick height: 87.5 - 91.5cm

Code Type of Handle Colour 
PR30127 Original Black £35.99
PR30128/BK Adjustable, Folding Black £61.19
PR30128/PK Adjustable, Folding Pink £61.19
PR30128/NB Adjustable, Folding Navy Blue £61.19

Max User 
Weight

20
st

130
kg

Max User 
Weight

16
st

100
kg

BEST 
SELLER3

BEST 
SELLER3
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MOBILITY

PR30090/FERRULES   £10.39

                 CRUTCH PADSq
A core of high density 
polyurethane foam  
topped on either side  
with a layer of visco  
elastic memory foam. 
  
The combination  
of memory foam  
and the  
multi-stretch  
fabric allows  
these pads to  
easily wrap around a  
crutch or stick handle.  
 
Can also be used on  
other walking aids.  
Sold as a pair

Pad Size: 13 x 13 x 3.5cm
SP54955  £33.99

qCANE/CRUTCH HOLDER

Keeps canes and crutches handy.  
A clip-on holder balances the 
cane and a  
rubber pad  
helps keep 
the holder from  
sliding off the table.  
 
Suitable for canes or 
crutches with a  
diameter of 16 - 25mm.

PR30158 £3.39

q FOLDING CANE  
    HOLDER/CLIP

 This useful accessory keeps 
your folding stick held securely 
together when not in use.
PR30156                           £1.29

q WALKING STICK BAG

The drawstring  
closes and secures the bag 
which accommodates most 
folding walking sticks. Available 
in a black, nylon, weather 
resistant fabric. 
Size: 36cm (L) x 17cm (W)
PR30161                 (£4.24) £5.09

PR30150    Economy Black  £1.99
PR30162    Deluxe Pink        £2.19

q CANE STRAPS

Slips easily over the hand and 
attaches securely to plastic  
or wooden canes, keeping the 
cane securely in the hand.

Radar Key

PR70159  (£5.41) £6.49

Opens over 10,000 disabled 
toilets across the UK. 

q CANE AND CRUTCH  
    HOLDER

Can be attached to most rollators 
with the included fixings.
PR30283/CC    (£11.24) £13.49
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MOBILITY

HANDY HANDLE™

Efficient
Requires less energy to stand and  
eliminates awkward arm pulling

Ergonomic
Non slip grip and added leverage to  

help prevent back strain 

Portable
Compact design to take with you  

anywhere and everywhere

Weight Capacity: 159kg / 25st
Made of durable ABS plastic

£22.79
(£18.99) 

REQUIRES LESS ENERGY
 THAN HANDS ALONE

PR41026/W
 White

PR41026/R
Red

PR41026/B
Blue

WHEELCHAIRS 

Our wheelchairs boast 
a blue steel frame with 
black nylon cover. 
Removable and swing 
away arm rests aid easy  
side transfer. 

Removable and swing 
away foot rests including 
heel rest support the feet.

Dimensions:
Seat width: 46cm
Seat height: 50cm

p FOLDING TRANSIT  
WHEELCHAIR
Removable 12” solid rear wheels  
with brake. 
Carrying weight: 18kg

PR32100          (£329.99) £395.99

p FOLDING SELF 
PROPELLED WHEELCHAIR
Removable 24” rear wheels with 
brake. 
Carrying weight: 21kg

PR32150        (£349.99) £419.99
Max User 
Weight

17
st

110
kg
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PR61453 Revitive Medic Circulation Booster (£299.99) £359.99

PR61452 Revitive ProHealth Circulation Booster                 £299.99

PR61413 Leg & Foot Cream                    £5.19

PR61400/PADS Electrode Body Pads  (£14.16)   £16.99

PR61400/BAG Carry Bag (£26.66)   £31.99

PR61455 Revitive Aerosure (£166.66) £199.99

PR61455/HEAD Replacement Head (£24.99) £29.99
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WHEELCHAIR CUSHIONS

RISK
HIGH

t VISCO-TEX CUSHION
The base of high density polyurethane foam is coupled with 
profiled memory foam designed to provide comfort, pressure relief 
and support. Each module operates independently, distributing 
the load and keeping the skin cool; reducing the risk of pressure 
issues developing. Supplied with a multi-stretch/waterproof cover 
as standard.

The Harley range of wheelchair  
cushions is designed and made in the 
UK to meet a wide variety of pressure 
relief and comfort requirements.

 8cm Depth
SP44235 40 x 40
SP44237 43 x 43
SP44539 46 x 40
SP44239 46 x 46
Price (£62.49) £74.99

 8cm Depth
SP46338 40 x 40
SP46341 43 x 43
SP46344 46 x 46
SP46347 46 x 40
Price (£70.83) £84.99

 10cm Depth
SP44236 40 x 40
SP44068 43 x 43
SP44635 46 x 40
SP44240 46 x 46
Price (£62.49) £74.99

 10cm Depth
SP46339 40 x 40
SP46342 43 x 43
SP46345 46 x 46
SP46348 46 x 40
Price (£70.83) £84.99

t PRESSURE-TEX CUSHION
A firm favourite thanks to its proven design. Geometrically 
contoured into sections which operate independently allowing 
maximum weight distribution. Exceptionally comfortable and helps 
keep skin cool and free from pressure areas. Supplied with a  
multi-stretch/waterproof cover as standard.
 6cm Depth
SP44234 40 x 40
SP44069 43 x 43
SP44615 46 x 40
SP44238 46 x 46
Price (£62.49) £74.99

 8cm Depth
SP44971 40 x 40
SP44750 43 x 43
SP44296 46 x 40
SP44393 46 x 46
Price (£30.83) £36.99

 10cm Depth
SP44669 40 x 40 
SP44597 43 x 43 
SP45929 46 x 40 
SP45834 46 x 46 
Price (£33.33) £39.99

t COMFORT PLUS CUSHION
Ideal for most situations including a wheelchair or scooter. Made 
from high grade foam for optimum comfort. Supplied with a wipe 
down, zipped, two-way stretch leatherette cover as standard. 

 5cm Depth
SP44504 40 x 40
SP44152 43 x 43 
SP44644 46 x 40 
SP44672 46 x 46 
Price (£28.33) £33.99

 6cm Depth
SP46337 40 x 40
SP46340 43 x 43
SP46343 46 x 46
SP46346 46 x 40
Price (£70.83) £84.99

RISK
HIGH

RISK
MEDIUM

RISK
HIGH
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WHEELCHAIR CUSHIONS

The three layer combination of visco elastic memory foam and  
high density polyurethane foam makes for an extremely durable 
and effective option. Whilst reducing pressure to vulnerable  
areas, it also provides stability and shock absorption. Supplied 
with a multi-stretch/waterproof cover, with welded seams, a 
concealed zip and an anti-slip base as standard.

VISCO-GEL CUSHION u
Incorporating a unique ‘Gel’ insert for ultimate pressure relief. 
The ‘Reflex’ polyurethane foam base provides the necessary 
stability and support. An upper layer of visco elastic memory 
foam provides comfort, relief and protection whilst insulating 
the gel so that it never feels cold to the user. Supplied with 
a multi-stretch/waterproof cover, with welded seams, a 
concealed zip and an anti-slip base as standard.

This memory foam cushion provides exceptional value for money. 
The base is made from highly resilient polyurethane foam that 
provides stability and support, whilst a bonded upper layer of  
visco elastic memory foam provides comfort and pressure 
distribution by conforming to the user’s body. Supplied with a 
multi-stretch/waterproof cover as standard.

RISK
MEDIUM

ECONOMY ‘V’ CUSHION u 

LUXURY ‘V’ CUSHION u

 6cm Depth
SP45907 40 x 40
SP44937 43 x 43
SP45915 46 x 40
SP45912 46 x 46
Price (£83.33) £99.99

 6cm Depth
SP45918 40 x 40
SP44934 43 x 43
SP45924 46 x 40
SP45921 46 x 46
Price (£40.83) £48.99

 8cm Depth
SP46728 40 x 40
SP46731 43 x 43
SP46734 46 x 46
SP46737 46 x 40
Price (£183.33) £219.99

 10cm Depth
SP46729 40 x 40 
SP46732 43 x 43
SP46735 46 x 46
SP46738 46 x 40
Price (£183.33) £219.99

 8cm Depth
SP45910 40 x 40 
SP44938 43 x 43
SP45916 46 x 40
SP45913 46 x 46
Price (£83.33) £99.99

 8cm Depth
SP45919 40 x 40
SP44935 43 x 43
SP45925 46 x 40
SP45922 46 x 46
Price (£42.49) £50.99

 10cm Depth
SP45911 40 x 40
SP44939 43 x 43
SP45917 46 x 40 
SP45914 46 x 46 
Price (£83.33) £99.99

 10cm Depth
SP45920 40 x 40
SP44936 43 x 43
SP45926 46 x 40
SP45923 46 x 46
Price (£44.16) £52.99

RISK
HIGH

EXCLUSIVE

RISK
HIGH
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WHEELCHAIR CUSHIONS

PROFORM CUSHION
Great value for money - maximum comfort at a 
minimal outlay. Manufactured from high grade 
nodular foam allowing air to circulate freely. Ideal in a 
variety of situations, whether to elevate an easy chair 
or in a wheelchair. Luxury faux suede cover fitted as 
standard, other cover options are available. 
Size: 43 x 43 x 8cm
 SP44365 Standard (£33.33) £39.99
 SP44366 Coccyx (£34.99) £41.99
 SP44367 Combi (£34.99) £41.99
 SP44331 Ringo (£34.99) £41.99

The Harley proform cushion range is 
incredibly popular UK-wide. The range 
offers incredible value for money in the 
pressure relief sphere.

                 
‘ULTRA’ CUSHION q
Deeper providing added 
comfort and pressure relief.

‘ULTRA SEAT RAISER’ 
CUSHION q
Super size - ideal in an armchair.

Size: 43 x 43 x 10cm
SP44368 Standard (£38.33) £45.99
SP44369 Coccyx (£39.99) £47.99
SP44370 Combi (£39.99) £47.99
SP44332 Ringo (£39.99) £47.99

      Size: 50 x 48 x 10cm
SP44371 Standard (£48.33) £57.99
SP44372 Coccyx (£49.99) £59.99
SP44373 Combi (£49.99) £59.99
SP44325 Ringo (£49.99) £59.99RISK

LOW

LUXURY PROFORM CUSHION
An upper layer of top quality profiled memory 
foam fused to a base of high density polyurethane 
foam provides an additional level of pressure relief, 
comfort and stability. Supplied with a zipped, soft to 
touch, waterproof towelling cover. 
Size: 43 x 43 x 8cm RISK

MEDIUM

 SP47573 Standard (£62.49) £74.99
 SP47591 Coccyx (£64.99) £77.99
 SP47592 Combi (£64.99) £77.99
 SP47593 Ringo (£64.99) £77.99

 Proform Cushion Range q

 p STANDARD  p COMBI p COCCYX  p RINGO

RISK
LOW

BEST 
SELLER3
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WHEELCHAIR CUSHIONS

Allows the user to sit for longer 
periods as visco elastic foam 
conforms to the body and literally 
‘moulds as you move’. Reduces 
interface pressure on the body. 
Fitted inner cover. 
Size: 44cm (Dia) x 10cm 
Outer cover available

SP44233           £50.99

Nodular shaped polyurethane 
foam allows air to circulate 
freely and takes pressure away 
from endangered areas. 
Complete with its own discreet 
cover. Tartan cover as standard.
Size: 41cm (Dia) x 7cm

SP44289 £33.99

RISK
LOW

RISK
HIGH BEST 

SELLER3
BEST 
SELLER3

 Ring Cushion Range q

RING CUSHION COVER OPTIONS      SP44266 Towelling (Black) £16.99        SP44266/TAR Tartan £16.99     

DESIGNER q  ORIGINAL q NODULAR q

2-WAY SCULPTURED SUPPORT CUSHION   
Use this cushion in one of two ways, giving maximum choice. 
Nodular foam on one side or if you prefer a flat cushion just flip  
it over for the 2-way option. Designed to give cushioned comfort  
to the whole seating area. Special cut out allows the tail bone 
to virtually ‘float in mid air’ ensuring ultimate comfort and  
relief. Non removable tartan cover as standard.  
Other options available.

Seat: 40 x 36 x 5cm
Back: 40 x 36 x 5cm

SP44175 (£36.66) £43.99

BEST 
SELLER3 STANDARD SIZES 

NOT QUITE RIGHT?

Thanks to our in-house 
UK manufacturing team, 
we are able to produce 
cushions to almost any 

specification. 

Please contact your
local retailer for 

more information.

EXCLUSIVE

 Constructed from moulded  
polyurethane foam that provides 
relief to vulnerable areas when 
sitting for longer periods. Fitted 
cotton inner cover. 
Size: 44cm (Dia) x 8cm
Outer cover available

RISK
MEDIUM

SP44837           £40.99
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TRAVEL

PERMIT HOLDERS  
Exclusive Hologram-Safe© design, complying with Department of Transport guidelines.

A    PR35208    Deckchair Stripe
B    PR35209    Helix Spots
C    PR35210    Ladybird
D    PR35211    Hoot Owls
E    PR35212    Art Nouveau
F    PR35213    Cool Cats
G    PR35216    Navy Blue
H    PR35217    Burgundy

Price (£14.16) £16.99

p CAR CADDIE
Provides assistance when getting 
in to and out of a car. Simply roll 
down your window and put the 
end of the strap  
around the top  
of the window frame.
PR40016 (£17.66) £21.19

Max User 
Weight

17
st

113
kg

SEAT BELT REACHER
A convenient handle for pulling 
your car seat belt across the 
body. 
PR40015 £15.59

BEST 
SELLER3

A

D

B

E

C

F

G H

BEST 
SELLER3

         DESIGNER CAR /
         LOW BACK SUPPORT 
Moulded visco elastic memory 
foam product that provides  
lumbar support and is ideal in  
the car or in an office chair. 
Exceptional comfort and relief.

         ORIGINAL CAR/
         LOW BACK SUPPORT 
Moulded to the same ergonomic 
shape as the Designer Car/Low
Back Support but using 
polyurethane foam makes this 
ideal for those who prefer firmer 
support.

SP24081 30 x 21cm £56.99

SP24018 30 x 21cm £49.99

SP24081

SP24018

BEST 
SELLER3

t SLIMLINE WEDGE / CAR 
SEAT LEVELLER
Ideal in the car where headroom is at 
a premium. A boon when just a little 
added support to ease muscle tension 
in the lumbar region is needed.
Size: 36 x 36 x 5cm

Without Strap

With Strap

SP24010 Slimline Wedge
SP24052 Slimline Coccyx Wedge
Price                               £33.99

SP24010/S Slimline Wedge
SP24052/S Slimline Coccyx Wedge
Price                               £36.99

Without Strap With Strap
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TRAVEL

SWIVEL CUSHION
A soft, padded, flexible turning disc ideal for use 
on car seats, chairs and beds. The Swivel Cushion 
allows a smooth swivel transfer without painful jarring 
or twisting.

BEST 
SELLER3

PR41021 (£34.16) £40.99

AUTO MOBILITY SOLUTION COMBO PACK
This combination pack includes our Handybar and 
one Swivel Cushion. The ideal combination to help 
getting in to and out of a car when strength and 
mobility is reduced. 

BEST 
SELLER3

PR40014 (£51.24) £61.49

          PR40013 (£26.24) £31.49

HANDYBAR
Get in and out of your vehicle easily and comfortably 
with this strong simple device. The soft grip, non-slip 
handle for extra comfort and super strong forged 
steel shaft creates a safe, solid support handle where   
  needed. The Handybar fits the majority of vehicles  
     with a ‘U’ shaped striker.

BEST 
SELLER 3

Get in to and out of the car   
easily and safely.

A    PR35208    Deckchair Stripe
B    PR35209    Helix Spots
C    PR35210    Ladybird
D    PR35211    Hoot Owls
E    PR35212    Art Nouveau
F    PR35213    Cool Cats
G    PR35216    Navy Blue
H    PR35217    Burgundy

SAVE
COMBO PACK
BUY NOW
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WHEELCHAIR AND SCOOTER ACCESSORIES

Our comprehensive range of 
weather-resistant scooter accessories 
to protect you and your belongings when 
out and about.

p WHEELCHAIR APRON
Fits snugly over the lower half of your body 
keeping you dry and comfortable. Elasticated 
bottom fits around the footplates whilst the 
waist is held in place with straps. 
The material is waterproof and the 
Deluxe Apron has a navy fur lining for extra 
warmth and comfort.  Universal size
PR34020 (£24.24) £29.09
PR34020/D   Deluxe (£39.66) £47.59

p MOBILITY LAP BELT
Designed primarily to prevent the user from 
falling out or slipping forward whilst in their 
wheelchair. The belt offers the user security  
and additional confidence. The adjustable 
design allows the user to customise the belt  
to their own requirements, up to a maximum 
waist size of approximately 120cm (47”).
SP97551  (£16.66) £19.99

PR34027 (£34.49) £41.39
PR34027/D   Deluxe (£56.99) £68.39

p WHEELCHAIR PONCHO
Waterproof hooded poncho provides practical shelter from 
the elements. Simply slip over your head to benefit from 
quick and practical protection from showers and wind.

Fasteners to the bottom prevent the poncho from billowing 
out. The Deluxe version is lined with soft brushed cotton 
for additional warmth and comfort. Universal size

PR34021/M (£53.24) £63.89
PR34021/L (£53.24) £63.89

WHEELCHAIR COSY u
Waterproof with a fur lining that 
retains heat, keeping you warm 
whatever the weather. A full 
length heavy duty zip and cord 
pull allows easy access.

Medium: 110cm (L) x 77cm (W)
Large: 125cm (L) x 110cm (W)
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WHEELCHAIR AND SCOOTER ACCESSORIES

See below for our selection of scooter 
accessories and wet-weather wear. EXCLUSIVE

t UNSLEEVED  
     WHEELCHAIR MAC   
Head to toe cover for you and 
your wheelchair. The elasticated 
hem fits over the footplates  
and slots at the rear allow the 
handles to remain accessible.  
It is fully waterproof and 
windproof. 

The Deluxe version has a cotton 
lining for additional warmth.

Medium: 152cm (L)
Large: 165cm (L)

PR34023/M Standard
PR34023/L Standard
Price              (£41.99) £50.39

SLEEVED u
WHEELCHAIR MAC
Fully waterproof and 
wind-proof head to toe 
protection. Generously  
cut sleeves and soft  
ribbed cuffs allow  
maximum movement  
and ultimate comfort.  

The Deluxe version  
has a cotton lining for 
additional warmth.

Medium: 152cm (L)
Large: 165cm (L)

PR34022/M Standard
PR34022/L Standard
Price              (£37.16) £44.59

AVAILABLE IN DELUXE?
British weather is famously unpredictable. Our  

deluxe lining will help to keep you warmer and drier. Hooded poncho for warmth and 
protection. Generously cut sleeves 
allow maximum movement, soft 
ribbed cuffs and a full length heavy 
duty zip for ease of removal. Hi-vis 
reflective tape to the sleeves and rear 
for safety. 
 
The Deluxe provides additional 
warmth with a brushed cotton lining. 

Universal size

PR34028     Standard (£43.99) £52.79
PR34028/D Deluxe (£56.99) £68.39

PR34025/M Deluxe
PR34026/L  Deluxe
Price               (£65.99) £79.19

PR34024/M Deluxe
PR34024/L  Deluxe
Price               (£57.08) £68.49

 q WHEELCHAIR /  
     SCOOTER SLEEVED    
     PONCHO

SEE PAGE 98 - 99

Arthritis Care 
Range of 
gloves and 
supports 
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WHEELCHAIR AND SCOOTER ACCESSORIES

Our comprehensive range of 
weather-resistant products to protect  
you and your belongings when out  
and about.

 SCOOTER STORAGE COVER q  DELUXE SCOOTER STORAGE COVER q

Navy blue lightweight waterproof cover that fits most 
three and four wheeled scooters, providing additional 
temporary protection when required.
The elasticated bottom and sealed seams ensure 
that water does not get through any part of the cover. 
Keep your cover looking its best - the material is both 
machine washable and wipe clean.
Folds up to fit in a storage bag or pouch. 

Available in three sizes: 
Small:  105cm (H) x 48cm (W) x120cm (L)
Medium/Large:105cm (H) x 68cm (W)x 136cm (L) 
Extra Large: 130cm (H) x 180cm (W) x 160cm (D)

 t DELTA SCOOTER PANEL COVER 
Specifically designed for the Delta Scooter’s ‘D’ 
shaped handles, this waterproof cover boasts 
elasticated cuffs to hold the cover snug on the 
wrists; and an elasticated base to secure it around 
the steering column. Large clear panel facilitates 
full visibility of the controls.

 PR34030  Standard (£18.24) £21.89

This storage cover is made from a heavy duty, 
durable, outdoor navy fabric that sits firmly over 
your scooter in all weathers and keeps the scooter 
free of rain or dirt. Simply slip the cover on and pull 
the adjusting strap tight.  

Available in three sizes: 
Small/Medium 105cm (H) x 48cm (W) x 120cm (D)
Large:  113cm (H) x 67cm (W) x 136cm (D)
Extra Large: 130cm (H) x 80cm (W) x 160cm (D)

 PR34005/SM  Small/Med (£57.83) £69.39
 PR34005/L     Large (£59.66) £71.59
 PR34005/XL   Extra Large             (£61.49) £73.79

PR34004/S    Small (£44.24) £53.09
PR34004         Medium/Large (£45.99) £55.19
PR34004/XL  Extra Large (£47.49) £56.99

UNSURE OF YOUR SCOOTER SIZING?
Ask your local retailer for advice. 
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WHEELCHAIR AND SCOOTER ACCESSORIES

See below for our selection of scooter and 
wheelchair accessories and our collection of 
wet-weather wear. EXCLUSIVE

p DELUXE DELTA SCOOTER PANEL COVER 

 PR34031  Deluxe (£40.83) £48.99

The neoprene / ‘scuba’ fabric provides heavy duty 
weather protection for the scooter’s control panel 
and the user’s hands and lower arms. 
Specifically designed for the Delta Scooter’s ‘D’ 
shaped handles, the elasticated base to secures 
it around the steering column. Large clear panel 
facilitates full visibility of the controls.

PR34006/S   Small                         (£14.83) £17.79
PR34006       Medium/Large           (£14.83) £17.79

 SCOOTER CONTROL PANEL COVER q  

This effective wrap around control panel cover 
prevents rain from getting into the scooter controls. 
Fits most styles of scooters and elasticated edges 
provide a snug fit.
Small - Small Scooters 
Medium / Large - Medium / Large Scooters

p SCOOTER CRUTCH / STICK HOLDER  
Metal crutch / stick holder for use on most mobility 
scooters. This crutch holder attaches to the universal 
fitting on the rear of most mobility scooters. A velcro 
stay secures the crutch / stick at the top.
PR34058                                          (£38.83) £46.59

This fully waterproof scooter seat cover is elasticated 
and fits over the seat and backrest of a scooter seat. 
A hook and loop strap secures it around the base of 
the seat. Universal size

PR34007                                    (£17.41) £20.89

SCOOTER SEAT COVER q 
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Our comprehensive range of 
weather-resistant products to protect  
you and your belongings when out  
and about.

p SCOOTER LEG CAPE 
Drapes over your lap and legs to 
keep you warm and comfortable. 
Waterproof and windproof.  
A navy fur inner lining cuts out 
draughts. Quick and easy to  
put on. 
Universal size

PR34001 (£44.66) £53.59

p POWERCHAIR CAPE
Covers you and your chair. Clear 
panels either side ensure that 
you can see the chair controls. 
A brushed cotton lining provides 
additional warmth. The elasticated 
hem ensures a snug fit around the 
base of your chair. Universal size.

PR34029 (£65.66) £78.79

PR34003/M   Medium (£59.66) £71.59
PR34003/L    Large (£59.66) £71.59

t SCOOTER CAPE
Covers the user and the scooter. Clear front 
panel allows the lights and control panel to be 
visible. Velcro slots at the side allow wing mirrors 
to sit outside the garment, ensuring you have 
maximum visibility. Full length heavy duty side zip 
opens right to the bottom of the cape. Reflective 
strips to the side and rear.

Medium: 125cm (L) x 65cm (W)
Large: 135cm (L) x 65cm (W)

PR34002 (£59.66) £71.59

p SCOOTER COSY
Full lower body protection from the 
elements. Full length heavy duty 
zip for ease of access, navy fur 
inner keeps you warm. Ideal for 
use with the mobility poncho for 
total weather protection.
Universal size
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PR34029 (£65.66) £78.79

LUXE

Black

GO

Black / Gold

GO

Black / Grey

GO

Black / Red

Fitting easily on to most scooters and 
wheelchairs, the Torba Go active rucksack-
styling lends a sporty on-the-go feeling to 
these deluxe bags. With its modern urban 
appearance, the Torba Luxe bags are great  
on your scooter or wheelchair when on the  
go in the city. 

PR34060/BK/GD Torba Go Black / Gold
PR34060/BK/GR Torba Go Black / Grey
PR34060/BK/RD Torba Go Black / Red
PR34061/BK Torba Luxe Black
Price                       (£53.99) £64.79

TT GO TORBA
WHEELCHAIR AND

SCOOTER BAGS

3 Deluxe Scooter and  
    Wheelchair bags

3 Modern, attractive designs

3 Premium water-repellent fabric

3 Be seen with reflective piping

3 Smart-tuck crutch/walking  
    stick pockets

3 Easy-to-grip handles and large 
    zipper fobs
3 Expandable with lots of pockets

3 Choice of styles and  
    colour options

NEWNEW

EXCLUSIVE UK DISTRIBUTORS OF
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z SCOOTER AND WHEELCHAIR BAGS  
These strong durable bags are ideal for most 
wheelchairs or scooters. With one main 
compartment, a small zipped front pocket and 
two side net pockets ideal for a drinks bottle. 
There is a reflective strip for safety. 

The HI-VIS scooter bag means that you can  
now be seen all year round!

Size: 37 x 43 x 10cm

A - SCOOTER BAGS
PR34052  Black (£28.74) £34.49
PR34052/GR Grey (£28.74) £34.49
PR34052/HV Hi-Vis (£28.74) £34.49

B - WHEELCHAIR BAGS
PR34053  Black (£21.58) £25.89
PR34053/GR Grey (£21.58) £25.89

Our brilliant range of everyday 
scooter and wheelchair bags is 
practical and weather-resistant.

A

A

B

BLACK

HI-VIS

GREY
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CRUTCH / WALKING STICK BAGS  
Ideal for both wheelchairs and scooters (with or without a 
headrest), this strong durable bag boasts two fixed side 
sleeves for crutches or walking sticks. 

The additional velcro strap reduces any swing of the stick or 
crutches when you’re in motion, keeping them flush to the 
bag itself.

With one main compartment, a small zipped front pocket and 
a reflective strip for safety. 
 
The bag slides neatly over the back of the chair or scooter 
with adjustable straps to hold it in place, making it easy to put 
on and take off as necessary.  The additional hoops can be 
tightened to fit around wheelchair handles for added stability 
and security.

Size: 37 x 43 x 10cm

PR34051   Black (£38.99) £46.79
PR34051/GR Grey (£38.99) £46.79
PR34051/HV Hi-Vis (£38.99) £46.79

Keep your walking aids close at hand with our  
range of crutch/walking stick bags.

BLACKHI-VIS

GREYz

EXCLUSIVE
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z SLIPOVER SCOOTER BAG  
Designed for use without a headrest, this durable 
bag slips neatly over the scooter back and sits snugly 
in place. 

The simple design of a single compartment maintains 
the bag’s full capacity in one easy-to-open pocket. 
With two top mounted handles, the bag can also be 
carried off the scooter if needed, making it a flexible 
choice for users.

The reflective piping for safety around the full 
circumference of the bag provides a good level of 
light bounce-back when out in darker conditions.

The HI-VIS slipover bag means that you can  
now be seen even more clearly all year round!
 
Size: 42 x 36 x 15cm.

PR34057 Black (£20.99) £25.19
PR34057/GR Grey (£20.99) £25.19
PR34057/HV Hi-Vis (£20.99) £25.19

BLACK

HI-VIS

GREY

Our comprehensive range also contains 
weather-resistant slipover bags 
for scooters.
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PR34055  (£22.24) £26.69

t SCOOTER PANNIER BAG
This compact bag can be placed on the arm rest 
of your scooter. It will fit most scooters. It has one 
main compartment plus a detachable zipped pouch 
secured with hook and loop. The bag is secured 
using hook and loop fastenings. 
Size: 32.5 x 26 x 8.5cm

GIANT BAGS p 
These strong durable bags are ideal for most scooters with or without a 
headrest. They have one main compartment, a small zipped front pocket 
and two side net pockets ideal for a drinks bottle. There is a reflective strip 
for safety. Both bags boast the same increased capacity.  
Choose the GIANT Crutch / Walking Stick Bag to keep your walking 
aids close at hand thanks to the fixed side sleeves. Available in black only.
Size: 37 x 51 x 15cm

A  PR34052/XL   GIANT Scooter Bag (£38.41) £46.09
B  PR34051/XL GIANT Crutch / Walking Stick Bag (£41.24) £49.49

A B

BLACK BLACK

Benefit from 75% more space with our range 
of  GIANT bags with the same quality and  
styling of our standard bags. EXCLUSIVE

The unique tipping kettle

SEE PAGE 15
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RAMPS u 
Standard aluminium threshold ramps are heavy, often  
slippery when wet and difficult to angle correctly.  
The lightweight, modular Secucare system is quick and  
easy to assemble and is suitable for use inside or outside.  
The anti-slip studs make it incredibly safe to use and it  
can be adjusted to fit a range of heights for both  
thresholds and small steps. The system is built to  
last - durable, UV resistant and maintenance free.  
 
That said, it is also 95% recyclable to support ongoing 
sustainability. Maximum weight load: 850 kg/m2

Code Product Size
PR30330 Threshold Ramp Set 1 84 x 2 x 21cm (£46.08) £55.29
PR30330/EXT Set 1 Extension Pieces 24cm on to Set 1 (£13.49) £16.19
PR30331 Threshold Ramp Set 2 84 x 4 x 33cm (£74.24) £89.09
PR30331/EXT Set 2 Extension Pieces 24cm on to Set 2 (£28.66) £34.39
PR30332 Threshold Ramp Set 3 84 x 6 x 45cm (£119.99) £143.99
PR30332/EXT Set 3 Extension Pieces 24cm on to Set 3 (£36.66) £43.99
PR30333 Threshold Ramp Set 4 84 x 8 x 57cm (£166.08) £199.29
PR30333/EXT Set 4 Extension Pieces 24cm on to Set 4 (£47.33) £56.79
PR30334 Anti Slip Caps x14 14 Per Pack (£12.99) £15.59
PR30335/GR Grey Caps x14 14 Per Pack (£7.33) £8.79

CUSHION & ACCESSORIES
SORT-OF ADVERT WITH POINTER

STANDARD SIZES 
NOT QUITE RIGHT?

Thanks to our in-house 
UK manufacturing team, 
we are able to produce 
cushions to almost any 

specification.

Please contact our 
sales team on

 01254 619000
 for more information

Stability, comfort and protection with our range of wheelchair cushions

SEE PAGES 42 - 45
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PR55000 Black  £5.89
PR55022 Brown £5.89
PR55023 White £5.89

t ELASTIC SHOELACES
Turn a lace-up shoe into a  
slip-on. Lace and tie shoes in 
the normal manner just once, 
then slip on and off easily 
without tying and untying.  
Size: 61cm (L)
Two pairs per pack 

Price Single Pack  £70.69
Price Triple Pack £102.89

PR55034                    £31.99

HEEL PROTECTORS u
Protect sore and delicate  
heels/ankles. There are no 
raised seams around the  
heel area. Universal size.  
Wash by hand.  
Do not tumble dry. 

Supplied in pairs

THE HIPSHIELD HIP PROTECTOR 
Help prevent a fall becoming an injury by absorbing 
and deflecting impact away from the hipbone thanks 
to the lightweight honeycomb structure that  
compresses on impact. Simply slip the hip protectors 
into the internal pockets of the 95% cotton pants.  
Suitable for day or nightwear and unobtrusive under  
skirts or trousers. The single pack contains one knickers/
pants plus two hip protectors. The triple pack contains 
three knickers/pants plus two hip protectors: add -3 to the 
product code to order the relevant triple pack.

Female
Single Pack Size Female Waist Size
PR20300 Small 66-71cm (26-28”)
PR20301 Medium 71-76cm (28-30”)
PR20302 Large 76-80cm (30-32”)
PR20303 XL 81-86cm (32-34”)
PR20304 XXL 86-91cm (34-36”)
PR20320 XXXL 91-96cm (36-38”)

Male
Single Pack Size Male Waist Size
PR20305 Small 76-81cm (30-32”)
PR20306 Medium 83-89cm (33-35”)
PR20307 Large 91-96cm (36-38”)
PR20308 XL 99-104cm (39-41”)
PR20309 XXL 106-112cm (42-44”)
PR20321 XXXL 111-116cm (44-46”)

BEST 
SELLER3

t LONG HANDLED     
    TOENAIL SCISSORS  
Moulded handle for easier 
gripping and greater leverage. 
Angled blades provide a good 
cutting position and can cut even 
the toughest nails. Increased 
handle size and soft feel finish to 
accommodate swollen fingers 
and dissipate pressure.

Size: 210mm (L)
PR63006 £16.19

PR63005 £14.99

TABLE-TOP FINGERNAIL CLIPPER q 
The clippers are mounted 
on a plastic base with 
non-slip feet. The large 
finger pad provides comfort 
and good leverage. 

The stainless steel clipper 
has a curved edge.
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p BIG GRIP BUTTON HOOK  
The soft, cushioned grip makes the sometimes difficult 
task of buttoning clothes easy. The built-up handle is 
made of rubber like material and features flexible ribbing 
that adapts to any grip. Length: 16cm
Handle size: 11cm (L) x 3.8cm (Dia)  
PR55020                                              (£12.99) £15.59

DRESSING STICK u
Essential for anyone who has  
difficulty bending and a limited  
range of movement, or the  
use of only one  
arm or hand.  
A plastic coated  
combination hook/ 
pusher assists in  
putting on shirts and jackets,  
pulling up trousers or skirts, 
or removing socks. 

PR55030/18 18” (46cm) (£6.41) £7.69

p BUTTON HOOK/
     ZIPPER PULL
Assists in button and zip fastening.
PR55050 (£5.99) £7.19

LONG HANDLED COMB AND BRUSH 
Ergonomically designed featuring easy to hold 
anti-slip handles. These products are designed to 
provide maximum reach with minimum effort. 
Easy to clean as they can be fully immersed in 
water. Non-absorbing, so quick drying.
 
Latex free.

    Long Handled Comb: 38cm (L)
PR45014 (£15.24) £18.29
    Long Handled Brush: 35cm (L)
PR45015 (£16.49) £19.79

A

B

A B

p ZIP GRIP
Ideal for people who have difficulty 
grasping and pulling small zipper 
tabs. Diameter: 2.5cm 
Sold in packs of 6
PR55021            (£10.66) £12.79

TIGHTS AID 
A one-piece flexible aid for tights, 
with webbing handles attached. 
The plastic blade is shaped to 
hold the tights until they can be 
pulled up within reach.

PR55320 (£7.41) £8.89
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COMPRESSION 
STOCKING 
AID u
Designed to take the  
struggle out of putting on  
compression stockings.  
Simply stretch the  
stocking over the 
column, insert toes 
and pull up with a 
continuous motion.
Inside column 
width: 10cm

PR55321 (£48.99) £58.79

PLASTIC SHOEHORN 
WITH HOOK u
The hooked handle offers a 
comfortable hold for fingers 
and may be used to pull up 
socks or aid dressing.  
Longer length reduces the 
need to bend or balance. 
 
Length: 41cm
PR55028 £3.39

PR55319 (£5.99) £7.19

BEST 
SELLER3

SOCK/STOCKING  
AID 
The unique shape of the  
flexible trough keeps socks on 
the aid until the sock is pulled  
all the way onto the foot.  
Requires the use of two hands. 

Loop handle size: 91cm long

EASY-PULL SOCK AID u
Easily shape the trough 
with just one hand. Large 
loop handles at the end of 
the strong, 810mm straps 
are great for people with a 
weakened grip.

PR55005    (£12.24) £14.69

LONG HANDLED SHOE HORN p 
The shoehorn blade is mounted on a spring making it far 
easier to place into the shoe. Padded leather handle for 
easier gripping. The long handle provides extended reach. 
Length: 60cm
PR55051 £12.59

PR55320 (£7.41) £8.89

BIG GRIP
SHOEHORN  
This shoehorn offers an  
extended reach and a secure, 
cushioned grip. The built-up 
handle is made of a latex free, rubber-like 
material and features flexible ribbing that 
adapts to any grip.  
Handle size: 3.8cm (Dia)

PR55010 460mm (L) £18.39
PR55011 610mm (L) £21.19
PR55012 760mm (L) £23.99

BEST 
SELLER3

Energy efficient, environmentally 
friendly and disposable 

continence care

SEE PAGES 84 - 85
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Choose Dunlop for your practical 
slipper solution: machine washable and 
easy to put on and take off.

Size Colour
PR55153/BL/6 6 Blue
PR55153/BL/7 7 Blue
PR55153/BL/8 8 Blue
PR55153/BL/9 9 Blue
PR55153/BL/10 10 Blue
PR55153/BL/11 11 Blue
PR55153/BL/12 12 Blue

Size Colour
PR55153/GR/6 6 Grey
PR55153/GR/7 7 Grey
PR55153/GR/8 8 Grey
PR55153/GR/9 9 Grey
PR55153/GR/10 10 Grey
PR55153/GR/11 11 Grey
PR55153/GR/12 12 Grey

  ARTHUR MALE SLIPPER
Touch-close slippers with an 
elasticated front strap to make 
these slippers easy to get on 
and off. Soft cushioned inner for 
ultimate comfort. 
Both colours are available in 
sizes 6-12.

A

 Price (All Sizes) £28.39

Size Colour
PR55152/BL/6 6 Blue
PR55152/BL/7 7 Blue
PR55152/BL/8 8 Blue
PR55152/BL/9 9 Blue
PR55152/BL/10 10 Blue
PR55152/BL/11 11 Blue
PR55152/BL/12 12 Blue

Size Colour
PR55152/BU/6 6 Burgundy
PR55152/BU/7 7 Burgundy
PR55152/BU/8 8 Burgundy
PR55152/BU/9 9 Burgundy
PR55152/BU/10 10 Burgundy
PR55152/BU/11 11 Burgundy
PR55152/BU/12 12 Burgundy

  ALBERT MALE BOOTIE
This wide-opening bootie fits high 
on the ankle for added warmth 
and is ideal for tired and swollen 
feet. Adjustable hook-and-loop 
fastening for comfort. 
Both colours are available in
sizes 6-12.

B

 Price (All Sizes) £28.39

BLUE

MaleMale
SLIPPERS

A | GREY B | BURGUNDYBlue Blue
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Anti-slip hard-wearing soles and wide  
openings with hook and loop fastenings make 
these slippers the ideal choice for indoor footwear. EXCLUSIVE

Size Colour
PR55150/BL/3 3 Blue
PR55150/BL/4 4 Blue
PR55150/BL/5 5 Blue
PR55150/BL/6 6 Blue
PR55150/BL/7 7 Blue
PR55150/BL/8 8 Blue

Size Colour
PR55150/BU/3 3 Burgundy
PR55150/BU/4 4 Burgundy
PR55150/BU/5 5 Burgundy
PR55150/BU/6 6 Burgundy
PR55150/BU/7 7 Burgundy
PR55150/BU/8 8 Burgundy

  BLUEBELL FEMALE SLIPPER
These wide fitting slippers provide 
extra comfort and the soft delicately 
embroidered fabric is warm, cosy  
and tactile. 
Both colours are available in  
sizes 3-8.

D

 Price (All Sizes) £26.39

Size Colour
PR55151/BL/3 3 Blue
PR55151/BL/4 4 Blue
PR55151/BL/5 5 Blue
PR55151/BL/6 6 Blue
PR55151/BL/7 7 Blue
PR55151/BL/8 8 Blue

Size Colour
PR55151/BU/3 3 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/4 4 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/5 5 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/6 6 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/7 7 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/8 8 Burgundy

  BETSY FEMALE BOOTIE
Sitting high on the ankle to 
exclude unpleasant draughts, 
these delicately embroidered 
booties keep the user’s feet and 
ankles warm and cosy.
Both colours are available in 
sizes 3-8.

C

 Price (All Sizes) £28.39

FemaleFemale
SLIPPERS

C | BLUE D | BURGUNDYBurgundy Blue
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SHOWER STOOL
A moulded plastic seat with a
sturdy but lightweight frame. The 
adjustable aluminium legs are 
finished with rubber ferrules to 
prevent movement of the stool. 
Seat diameter: 330mm
Height: 340 - 520mm

PR46032    (£41.99) £50.39

Max User 
Weight
18
st

114
kg

BEST 
SELLER3

CONTOUR 
SHOWER STOOL 
Robust and lightweight with  
a perforated contoured seat 
for easy drainage and  
comfort. Handles on either  
side aid stability when  
sitting or standing. 
Seat size: 490 x 280mm
Seat height: 385 - 535mm
Back rest size: 420 x 170mm
PR46043/B  With back rest              (£74.99) £89.99
PR46043  Without back rest         (£64.99) £77.99

Max User 
Weight

18
st

114
kg

BEST 
SELLER3

p CORNER SHOWER STOOL 
The triangular seat allows the stool to be used 
in a corner, saving space. Rubber caps on the 
legs prevent movement when in use.  
The aluminium stool is easy to assemble.
Height adjustable: 46 - 56cm 
Seat size: 44 x 44 x 44cm

PR46054  (£50.49) £60.59

Max User 
Weight 

114
kg

18
st

p SHOWER STOOL WITH SWIVEL SEAT  
The blue plastic seat will swivel to make transferring 
on and off the seat a little easier. The stool includes a 
handy shelf to keep your shower accessories close 
to hand. Rubber caps on the legs prevent movement 
when in use. The aluminium stool is easy to assemble.
Height adjustable: 42 - 52cm
Seat diameter: 34.5cm

PR46055        (£56.49) £67.79

Max User 
Weight 

114
kg

18
st
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PR46073 Round Stool (£34.49) £41.39
PR46065 Round Cover - Light Blue (£24.49) £29.39
PR46067 Round Cover - Light Grey (£24.49) £29.39

NEWNEW
ATLANTIS ROUND TOP 
BATHROOM STOOL y
Lightweight and  
durable aluminium  
frame stool with  
anti-slip rubber  
ferrules. Sturdy,  
hygienic and easy  
to clean. Soft seat 
cover available  
separately.

Fixed Height: 
43cm

Seat size:
33cm (dia)

Light Blue Stool Cover Light Grey Stool Cover

PR46059 Fixed Square Stool (£34.49) £41.39
PR46060 Adjustable Square Stool (£44.49) £53.39
PR46061 Square Cover - Light Blue (£24.49) £29.39
PR46063 Square Cover - Light Grey (£24.49) £29.39

NEWNEW
ATLANTIS SQUARE TOP
BATHROOM STOOL y
Ideal where space is  
at a premium, the  
lightweight yet sturdy  
aluminium frame sits  
neatly in a corner.  
Rubber ferrules  
prevent slipping.  
Available as fixed or  
height adjustable. 
Soft seat cover  
available separately.  

Seat size: 30.5 x 30.5cm
Height adjustable: 38 - 54cm 
Fixed height: 43cm

Light Blue Stool Cover Light Grey Stool Cover

ATLANTIS RECTANGULAR 
SHOWER CHAIR
Rectangular stool with interchangeable 
back and arm rest options. The durable 
aluminium frame is sturdy and hygienic, 
with rubber ferrules to prevent slipping. 
Height adjustable: 39 - 54cm
Seat size: 46 x 33.5cm
Back rest height: 32cm
Arm rest height: 23cm
Width between arm rests: 47cm
PR46068 With opening (£54.49) £65.39
PR46069 With opening & backrest (£76.99) £92.39
PR46070 With opening & armrest (£76.99) £92.39
PR46071 With opening and  

arm/back rest
(£99.99) £119.99

PR46077 Armrest only (£29.99) £35.99
PR46078 Backrest only (£29.99) £35.99

NEWNEW
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PR46049 (£11.16) £13.39

p LONG HANDLED  
TOE WASHER
The extra-long bendable stem 
makes this ideal for those who 
cannot bend down. With an easy 
grip built-up plastic handle and flat 
wire frame covered in a towelling 
pad. Length: 71cm Two pads 
are included.

p BATHING BRUSH
PR46052  £11.69

p LONG BENDABLE
HANDLED SHEEPSKIN PAD
PR46050   (£20.99) £25.19

DELUXE LOTION  
APPLICATOR
Apply cream and massage your 
skin at the same time with this 
long handled applicator. Simply 
remove the top of the applicator 
and fill with your cream or lotion. 
The rotating balls ensure even 
distribution and a pleasant 
massage. Length: 45cm
PR45072                                    £18.99

BEST 
SELLER3

p FLANNEL STRAP 
An ideal product for someone 
with limited flexibility to wash 
their back. One side is soft terry 
cotton and the reverse side is a 
coarser foam material. Easy grip 
plastic handles. Length including 
handles: 94cm. Width: 10cm 
PR46051                                   £19.19

DELUXE SHAMPOO BASIN 
A no-splash solution for washing 
hair in bed. The double-tube 
design prevents water from 
splashing. Includes a 1190mm 
drain hose. Made of durable 
vinyl for years of use.
Size: 71 x 61 x 15cm
PR45016   £34.99

Max User 
Weight

A  PR45033 Round (£4.66) £5.59
B  PR45037 Scrub (£9.99) £11.99
C  PR45034 Contoured (£4.66) £5.59

BATH AND SCRUB  
SPONGES u
Our most popular sponge is 
available in three styles. These  
versatile sponges can also be  
used for a variety of household 
tasks. The scrub sponge has a  
loofah-style surface on one side. 
Handle can be shaped with a  
heat gun. All three sponges  
measure 130mm in diameter.  
Length: 56cm

A

CB
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MOULDED FLUTED GRAB RAILS 
Fluted plastic provides better grip for wet hands.  
Circular fixing plates have a covering disc for a neat  
appearance. Tube diameter: 4cm. Disc diameter: 9cm.
Distance from wall: 6cm

PR45422 (£49.99) £59.99

p BATH TUB GRAB BAR
Grab bar with hand-holds for  
added security. Clamp can be 
adjusted from 8 - 18cm.
Overall height: 50cm
Height above the tub: 38cm

Max User 
Weight

25
st

114
kg

Length: 304mm  Weight: 295g
PR45712W (£12.16) £14.59

Length: 406mm   Weight: 395g
PR45716W (£13.24) £15.89

Length: 457mm Weight: 440g  
PR45718W (£15.16) £18.19

Length: 609mm    Weight: 595g
PR45724W (£16.24) £19.49

p BATHBOARD WITH HANDLE
For ease of transfer and added security, this moulded plastic bath board 
is supplied complete with handle. Providing a comfortable contoured 
seating area for sitting whilst bathing, it has well spaced holes for 
drainage. The width adjustable brackets have anti-slip rubber pads to 
give a stable platform and protect the bath’s surface. 
Length 675mm (27”). Width 275mm (11”).
PR46409 (£65.99) £79.19

PR45982   £9.39

p BATH PILLOW 
This terry-cloth-covered inflatable 
pillow with four suction cups 
provides cushioning between the 
bath and skin. 

p INFLATABLE BATH 
CUSHION
Provides comfort whilst bathing, 
with suckers to hold it in place. 
Approx inflated size: 48 x 48cm.
PR46053 £10.49

p SAFETY STRIPS
Help to prevent slipping in a 
shower, bath or tray. Easy to apply.
Size: 20 x 200mm
30 strips per pack
PR61668/S £11.49
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PR45560  457mm (£8.66) £10.39
PR45561  609mm (£9.66) £11.59
PR45562  685mm (£11.74) £14.09

STEEL GRAB RAILS
Plastic coated grab rails available in 
three lengths. Manufactured from 
25mm tube. Two fixing holes with 
flat fixing plates.

p ADJUSTABLE BATH STEP
Get in to and out of the bath 
with ease thanks to the height 
adjustable aluminium legs with 
anti-slip feet and plastic step
surface. Not to be used inside  
the bath.
Footprint: 410 x 230mm      
Height adjustable: 205 - 260mm
Weight: 1.3kg
PR46293              (£54.99) £65.99

Max User Weight 19
st

120
kg

p FOOT CLEANER 
     WITH PUMICE
Ideal for washing your feet without 
the need to bend forward. The 
plastic bristles are both flexible and 
durable, sliding between the toes 
with ease. Can be used in a bath 
or shower by attaching the suction 
cups. Use the pumice to gently 
exfoliate and smooth your feet.

p SHAMPOO CAP
Our shampoo caps wash, condition 
and rinse hair in one simple step, 
leaving the hair smelling fresh, towel 
dry and ready for styling. Can be 
warmed in the microwave or used 
cool. One cap per pack
PR45110 £3.89PR45061  (£11.74) £14.09

Pillows and ‘bed buddies’ - for ultimate comfort in and around the home

SEE PAGES 2 - 3
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EXCLUSIVE

PR46294 (£85.99) £103.19

LET’S STEP BATH STEP   
A new footstool with modern design 
influences for use in the shower or  
bathroom. The stool has a beautiful yet  
stable construction for safe and secure use.  
Height: 17cm
Footprint: 49 x 31cm

Max User 
Weight

23
st

150
kg

PR46047 (£113.99) £136.79
PR46047/BASKET (£21.74) £26.09

LET’S SING SHOWER STOOL 
A new modern shower stool. It has easily 
adjustable legs that can be positioned 
to the desired height in one simple 
operation. An optional metal wire basket 
can be added that attaches below 
the seat and provides a place to store 
shower items. Basket not included.
Height adjustable from 43 to 59cm
Seat size: 52 x 34cm

Max User 
Weight

23
st

150
kg

Unique designs and 
modern functionality.

FROM TRUSTCARE

Max User 
Weight

23
st

150
kg

PR46056 (£131.99) £158.39

LET’S
FRISBEE 
The rotating  
soft seat pad makes it convenient for  
taking care of personal hygiene.

LET’S LET’S 
RELAXRELAX
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LUXURY ANTI-SLIP
QUADRANT SHOWER MAT
PR45122/W  White £28.79

BEST 
SELLER3PR45121/W  White £23.99

PR45121/BL  Blue £23.99

LUXURY ANTI-SLIP 
SHOWER MAT

LUXURY ANTI-SLIP 
BATH MAT
PR45120/W White £23.39
PR45120/BL Blue £23.39

OUR RANGE OF ANTI-SLIP 
PRODUCTS ARE: 

3 machine washable at 40°C
3 fire resistant 
3 hard wearing 
3 hygienic
3 easy to cut and will not fray
3 mould and mildew resistant
3 soft
3 cushioned
3 biodegradable 
3 UV stable 

Size: 43 x 90cm

Size: 50.8 x 50.8cm
Size: 59.7 x 59.7cm

BEST 
SELLER3

A range of Anti-Slip products designed 
to keep you safe and secure on wet 
surfaces - ideal to prevent slipping in  
the bath or shower.

BEST 
SELLER3
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Code          Size (Length) 

PR45080    Adult Long Leg (1016mm)
PR45081    Adult Short Leg (590mm)
PR45083    Adult Long Arm (990mm)
PR45084    Adult Short Arm (560mm)
PR45086    Adult/Child Ankle/Foot (254mm)
PR45087    Adult/Child Hand (305mm)
PR45088    Child Short Arm (460mm)
PR45089    Child Long Arm (560mm)
PR45090    Child Short Leg (460mm)
PR45091    Child Long Leg (790mm)

• Will protect whilst  

bathing or showering

• For use over casts,  

dressings or bandages

• Adults’ and children’s sizes

• Reusable and intended for 

single patient use

• Guaranteed for 3 months’ use

• Available from your local  

pharmacy

Adult Long Arm

Adult/Child Hand

Adult Long Leg

Adult Short Leg

Adult/Child Foot/Ankle

FOR FOR YOURYOUR SAFETY AND COMFORT SAFETY AND COMFORT

ONLY
£20.39 

71
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SECURITY POLE & 
CURVE GRAB BAR™

Ergonomic
Ergonomic ladder grip makes standing easy

Versatile
Doesn’t require wall mounts, allowing  

for installation virtually anywhere 

Adjustable
Fits ceiling heights of 2 - 3m. Grab bar pivots, 

locking into place every 45°

Portable
Pole divides into two 7.5cm pieces,  

making transport easy

Weight capacity: 136kg / 21st    -   Weight of product: 9kg    -   Tension Mounted: leaves no marks 
Materials: Rust resistant zinc plated steel with durable powder coat finish

£293.99
(£244.99) 

PR46710   White
PR46710/BK   Black

No additional
tools required

OMNI TRAY™

Provides assistance on and off 
the couch or chair. 

Swivel Tray
Tray swivels 360° and pivots out 
of the way when not in use.

Standing Handle

Height of Tray: 24” – 32”
Height of Handle Adjustment: 28.5” × 36.25”
Dimensions of Handle: 4.5” × 5”
Base Length Adjustment: 25.5” - 35.5”
Weight: 20 lbs
Size of Tray: 20” × 15”
Base Feet Measurements: 8” × 5”
Weight Limit of Tray: 30 lbs
Weight Limit of Handle: 250 lbs
Case of 2 Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 7” 
Case of 2 Weight: 40 lbs
Package Dimensions: 20.5” × 21” × 3.5”
Package Weight: 20 lbs

SPECIFICATIONS

Adjustability
Adjusts in height an length to fit 
individual needs.

NO ADDITIONAL 
TOOLS REQUIRED

WEIGHT CAPACITY

250
LBS

Adjusts

Adjusts

300lbs weight  
capacity

SECURITY POLE & CURVE GRAB BAR™

× 6.5" H; 45 lbs

SPECIFICATIONS
Fits Ceiling Heights: Range of 7�–10� 
Weight Capacity: 300 lbs
Weight of Product: 20 lbs
Materials: Rust resistant zinc plated 
steel with durable powder coat finish 
Package Dimensions: 54" L × 12.5" W 
× 3.25" H; 22 lbs
Case of 2 Dimensions: 54" L × 12.5" W 

Portable
Pole divides into two 
53" pieces, making 
transport easy. 

Doesn’t require wall 
mounts, allowing for 
installation virtually
anywhere in the house

Versatile

NO ADDITIONAL 
TOOLS REQUIRED

WEIGHT CAPACITY

300
LBS

Fits ceiling heights within 
a range of 7–10 ft. Grab 
bar pivots, locking into 
place every 45°.

Adjustable

Ergonomic ladder grip 
makes standing easy

Ergonomic

Pivots 180°
Locks every 45°

Tension Mounted:
Leaves no marks

Height adjusts 7'-10'

t DUAL GRAB HANDLES - ADJUSTABLE 
Adjustable handles that use the same vacuum fixing technology  
as the above. 
Code Handle Length Max User Load
PR45308 220 - 345mm 65kg (£157.49) £188.99
PR45309 340 - 455mm 65kg  (£169.99) £203.99
PR45310 440 - 565mm 65kg (£175.49) £210.59
PR45311 655 - 790mm 65kg (£185.83) £222.99

t MOBELI GRAB HANDLES 
The safety indicator permanently monitors the 
handle’s vacuum state and adhesive force.  
A very safe design. Simply press both suction pads onto a  
non-porous surface.

For any further details please 
contact us below:

Tel: 01254 619000  Fax: 01254 619001  Email: enquiries@able2.eu
Head Office: Able2 UK Ltd. Moorgate Street, Blackburn, BB2 4PB

Mobile grab handles -  ingeniously simple and safe.

Mobili grab handles are manufactured with 
excellent workmanship and are certified by 
the German Technical Inspection Agency 
TÜV SÜD. They provide an enormously high 
adhesive strength (diameter suction pad 
120mm) and are available in different lengths. 
Simply press both suction pads onto a flat, 
non-porous surface.
Mobeli® is the original among the mobile grab 
handles. Our product family is constantly being 
further developed and enhanced: grab handles, 
mobility assistants, support systems, bath tub 
shorteners, bath tub handles and accessories. 
Mobeli® grab handles have a safety indicator 
that permanently monitors its vacuum state 
and adhesive force. If the warning jack rises 
and the red edge of the jack becomes visible, 
the Mobeli suction head must be released and 
fastened again. A safe, secure feeling!

The patented Mobeli® system by ROTH has proven itself as a practical 
helper in everyday life for handicapped and elderly persons.

NEW

To view the entire Mobili 
Range please scan the 
adjoining QR Code
www.able2.eu

Code Handle Length Max User Load
PR45307 110mm 80kg (£103.99) £124.79
PR45312 210mm 75kg (£118.66) £142.39
PR45314 350mm 70kg (£134.41) £161.29
PR45315 350mm - Chrome 70kg (£188.99) £226.79
PR45316 650mm 70kg (£152.24) £182.69
PR45317 650mm - Chrome 70kg (£213.16) £255.79
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PR46123 Blue covers - all over padding (£95.33) £114.39
PR46125 White covers - all over padding (£95.33) £114.39
PR46124 Aquamarine / antibacterial covers - all over padding (£127.08) £152.49
PR46122 Slimline blue covers (£63.57) £76.28

Covers sold separately for all models

Powered 
Assistance

FREE 
4 year warranty 
on bathlift, hand 
control, charger 

and actuator

An ergonomically designed seat and back and a 
function that adjusts from a fixed to a reclining 
position at the push of a button to allow the user  
to relax and bathe in comfort.

3 Lightweight yet strong construction

3 Versatile and reliable 

3 For most tubs – Including corner baths

3 Goes low in the bath (6.5cm)

3 Skin-friendly and non-slip surface

3 Back can be lowered by up to 40°

3 Extremely stable base plate

3 Breaks down into 2 main components

3 Manual hand control with Li-Ion technology

3 Middle suckers available for awkward baths

PR46102 SilverLine (£502.99) £603.59
PR46104 SilverLine XL (£524.16) £628.99

The anti-bacterial bathlift
Ionic silver, anti-bacterial material 
throughout. Easy cleaning of surface.
SilverLine Max User Weight:  140kg
SilverLine XL Max User Weight: 170kg

KANJO
SilverLine

PR46103 (£460.66) £552.79

A solid and sturdy design 
for the larger user
Reinforced design providing 
additional support in the 
bariatric environment.
Max User Weight: 170kg

KANJO
XL

PR46101 Eco (£423.58) £508.29
PR46100 Power (£470.16) £564.19

A solid, stable bathlift solution
A choice of three-cell (Eco) or four-cell 
(Power) power units depending on 
user requirements.
Max User Weight:  140kg

KANJO
Eco / Power

Without covers

Slimline 
blue covers

Aquamarine /
Antibacterial

covers

Providing perfect 
hygiene & safety 
when bathing. 

Fixed or recline
 function as standard

73
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p OAK LEAF BED PAN
Polypropylene bed pan with 
handle for ease of use. Can be 
autoclaved or chemically cleaned.
Size: 430 x 320 x 120mm
PR50008 £52.09

Height: 620-740mm
Width: 510mm
Depth: 530mm

FoldEasy Toilet Frame
PR50303           (£93.24) £111.89
Carry Bag         
PR50303/Bag   (£27.49) £32.99

FOLDEASY TOILET FRAME
Height adjustable with soft, easy 
grip arm rests. 

Folds down neatly when not in 
use. An optional carry bag is 
available.

Max User 
Weight

20
st

127
kg

FEMALE URINAL
Urinal with a snap on lid and 
calibrated for output recording.
Capacity: 1 Litre
PR50565 £7.19

p FEMALE URINAL
Polypropylene urinal. It can 
be used in an upright or lying 
position.
Capacity: 1 Litre
PR50567 £19.59

t TRAVEL JOHN
This discreet, portable and 
disposable urinal is ideal for 
situations when toilet facilities 
are limited, turning liquid into gel. 
Resealable pack for convenient 
disposal. Suitable for men, women 
and children. 
3 per pack. 
Capacity: 800ml

PR52160 £10.19

BEST 
SELLER3

MALE URINAL WITH LID
Translucent bottle with lid. Easy  
to empty and perfect for bedside 
use. Not autoclavable.
Capacity: 1 Litre
PR50558 £9.89

BEST 
SELLER3

Long Leg
Code Size
PR52165/S 50-75cm (19-30”) (£7.16) £8.59
PR52165/M 70-90cm (27-36”) (£7.16) £8.59
PR52165/L 85-110cm (33-43”) (£7.16) £8.59
PR52165/XL 105-130cm (41-51”) (£7.16) £8.59
PR52165/XXL115-140cm (45-55”) (£7.16) £8.59

Code Size
PR52166/S 40-80cm (16-32”) (£8.33) £9.99
PR52166/M 60-100cm (24-39”) (£8.33) £9.99
PR52166/L 80-120cm (31-47”) (£8.33) £9.99
PR52166/XL 100-160cm (39-63”) (£8.33) £9.99
PR52166/XXL 140-180cm (55-71”) (£8.33) £9.99

Short Leg

STRETCH PANTS - LONG LEG AND SHORT LEG q
Comfortable and soft, ensuring a secure fit for all types of incontinence 
pads. Made from a breathable stretch fabric that is lightweight and 
discreet. 
Both styles sold in packs of 5
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Max User 
Weight

21.5
st

136
kg

LUXURY COMMODE CHAIR q
This attractive, height adjustable  
commode chair has a comfortable, 
waterproof covering. The metal  
frame and two strong armrests  
offer support to 
users. The lid on  
this chair can be  
easily taken out  
to offer extra 
space and  
comfort when in  
use. When not  
in use, the lid  
can be placed  
back for a more  
pleasing  
appearance. 

Available in blue only.
PR50545     (£169.99) £203.99

p COMMODE LINER 
These disposable liners offer  
protection for orthopaedic  
bedpans and commodes. 100% biodegradable, they 
increase hygiene, save time and provide a simple and 
risk free disposal system whilst limiting the spread of 
pathogens. Super absorbent pad locks in >500ml in 
30 seconds. Odour control through fragranced liner 
& absorbent pad. Large size liner 23cm x 13cm with 
tie handle. LDPE liner & cellulose pulp pad - no latex 
or phthalates. 
20 liners per pack

PR52214/20 (£16.99) £20.39

WALK THIS WAY 
WITH OUR ROLLATORS

SEE PAGES 25 - 33
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FOLD AWAY  
GRAB RAILS

Epoxy coated tubular 
steel rails in trombone 
shape. The base plate 
has four mounting points 
to secure it to the wall. 
Can be mounted singly 
or in pairs to provide 
support all around the 
toilet.

Length: 760mm
PR50070 (£76.99) £92.39

THE ATLANTIS RANGE

responds to many 
bathroom needs - be 
it toileting, bathing or 
showering; allowing 

you to retain your 
independence and 

dignity in the bathroom

RAISED TOILET SEATS 
Available in three heights and 
either with or without a lid. The 
lid can be used as a bathroom 
seat. Lightweight and easy 
to install, all parts can all be 
cleaned with warm water and 
a neutral cleanser or totally 
immersed in water.  They can 
also be autoclaved.  

Total width: 36.5cm
Total length: 40.5cm

Max User 
Weight

30
st

190
kg

With Lid

PR50922    5cm (2”) without lid
PR50924   10cm (4”) without lid
PR50926   15cm (6”) without lid
Price          (£19.99) £23.99

PR50922/L    5cm (2”) with lid
PR50924/L   10cm (4”) with lid
PR50926/L   15cm (6”) with lid
Price              (£26.99) £32.39

Without Lid

BEST 
SELLERS

3

BEST 
SELLER3

Folds up
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BIDET BOWL p
The ideal solution to personal 
cleansing. The bidet bowl fits 
inside the toilet bowl converting  
a standard toilet to a bidet. 

Please note this product is not 
suitable for use with raised toilet 
seats.

PR50006   (£8.99) £10.79

PADDED TOILET SEAT WITH STRAPS
Padded foam toilet seat with a washable white vinyl cover, and 
hook and loop straps to secure the seat. An ergonomic way of 
adding comfort to commode and toilet seats. 
Can be cleaned easily with soapy water or disinfectant.
PR50646   Height: 50mm (2”) (£21.66) £25.99
PR50647   Height: 100mm (4”) (£25.74) £30.89

Height: 650 - 800mm
Width: 530mm
Depth: 460mm
PR50305 (£83.99) £100.79

TOILET SURROUND 
An aluminium, height 
adjustable toilet frame 
with padded handles 
and anti-slip rubber 
feet. Also available with 
floor fixing brackets for 
maximum stability.

BEST 
SELLER3

BEST 
SELLER3
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q UNIVERSAL WIPES

 PR52120/40 Pack of 40 £2.29
 PR52120/200 Pack of 200 £8.59

Pack of 200

q ANTIBACTERIAL HAND WIPES
These hand wipes are  
dermatologically tested,  
containing aloe vera and  
moisturisers to help maintain  
healthy skin. Use any time to 
rapidly disinfect hands.
*100 Pack = Individually Wrapped

 PR52122/100 Pack of 100* £8.19
 PR52122/200 Pack of 200 £8.49

PR45113 £3.59PR45114 £1.39 PR45115 £2.09

p BED BATH WIPES
Eight large, soft wipes per pack.

p SHAMPOO CAP
One large shampoo cap per pack.

p BED BATH GLOVES
Each pack contains eight thick,  
soft gloves.

The ideal wipes for surface disinfection and 
cleaning of non-invasive medical devices. Proven 
to kill at least 99.999% of germs - these wipes 
are one of the most effective antimicrobial 
products on the market.

™

 PR52121/8 Pack of 8 £2.39
 PR52121/25 Pack of 25 £4.49

All in One Cleansing Cloths provide a unique one 
step solution to cleanse, moisturise and protect. 
The wipes are quick and easy to use, effectively 
replacing traditional methods associated with 
continence care such as preparing bowls of soap 
and water, dry wipes, cleansing foams and barrier 
creams. 

 CONTIPLAN CLEANSING CLOTHS u
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The UK’s leading brand of washable continence care
 underwear and bed protection

 Continence Protection Assured

CONTINENCE CARE

Washable Bed 
protection

The Kylie® range promotes wearer confidence and has enabled Kylie® to be the leading 
brand in its field for over 25 years, 

Male Male & Female
Pouch Pant 
System

Lady

Chair Pads 

The Kylie® range of washable underwear is recommended by continence care advisers 

Washable Bed 
protection

79
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t KYLIE® CHAIR PADS
Designed to offer protection against incontinence 
on household chairs and wheelchairs; keeping the 
user dry and comfortable. 
Size: 50 x 50cm
Absorbency: 750ml
PR52220  Pink (£25.99) £31.19
PR52220/B  Blue (£25.99) £31.19
PR52220/BK Black (£25.99) £31.19
 

KYLIE® WASHABLE UNDERWEAR u
Looks and feels like normal underwear, 
offering maximum protection, absorbency 
and reliability in the most discreet way.  
 
The Male briefs are a classic Y-front style 
and the Lady has been styled as normal 
underwear. All briefs are reusable,  
washable and highly absorbent, 350ml 
(approx) capacity and supplied in white.
Made from 100% cotton.
Sold individually

Kylie™ Male Kylie™ Lady Size Inches Size (cm)
PR52224/S PR52225/S Small 32-35” 81-89cm (£24.49) £29.39
PR52224/M PR52225/M Medium 36-39” 91-99cm (£24.49) £29.39
PR52224/L PR52225/L Large 40-43” 102-109cm (£24.49) £29.39
PR52224/XL PR52225/XL X Large 44-47” 112-119cm (£24.49) £29.39
PR52224/XXL PR52225/XXL XX Large 48-52” 122-132cm (£24.49) £29.39

Size (cm) Colour Absorbency
PR52221/2 91x75   Pink 2 litres (£31.24) £37.49
PR52222/2 91x75   Blue 2 litres (£31.24) £37.49
PR52221/3 91x91   Pink 3 litres (£41.24) £49.49
PR52222/3 91x91   Blue 3 litres (£41.24) £49.49
PR52221/4 139x91 Pink 4 litres (£63.83) £76.59
PR52222/4 139x91 Blue 4 litres (£63.83) £76.59

t KYLIE® BED PADS
Designed to provide protection against incontinence for 
mattresses or other furniture whilst keeping the user dry 
and comfortable. Fabric wings tuck underneath the  
mattress to secure the pad in place. 

Washable continence care  
products exclusively from Able2.
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Premium disposable 
continence care. EXCLUSIVE

t KYLIE® BED PAD
Soft surface absorbent underpads with self adhesive  
fixing strips designed to firmly hold pads in place  
offering maximum protection. Suitable for use on  
chairs, wheelchairs and beds.

Small: 60 x 60cm  (Absorbency: 850ml)
Large: 60 x 90cm (Absorbency: 1100ml)

Sold in packs of 25.

PR53200/1 Small (£11.66) £13.99
PR53201/1 Large (£12.74) £15.29

t KYLIE® INCONTINENCE PANTS
Ergonomically designed, discreet absorbent 
pants offering maximum comfort and secure 
protection at all times. Sold in packs of 14.
Absorbency: 1700ml 

Medium: 80 - 120cm (31-47”)
Large: 100 - 150cm (39-59”) 

Female
PR53202/1 Medium (£12.24) £14.69
PR53203/1 Large (£12.74) £15.29

Male
PR53204/1 Medium (£12.24) £14.69
PR53205/1 Large (£12.74) £15.29

Female

Male
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t VIDA WASHABLE UNDERWEAR
Comfort and protection for light urinary incontinence.
The stay dry lining next to the skin keeps the user 
dry. Men’s and ladies’ styles are available and absorb 
approximately 300ml. 
Sold individually

Male Female Size (cm)  
PR52229/S PR52230/S 81-89 (£18.33) £21.99
PR52229/M PR52230/M 91-99 (£18.33) £21.99
PR52229/L PR52230/L 102-109 (£18.33) £21.99
PR52229/XL PR52230/XL 112-119 (£18.33) £21.99
PR52229/XXLPR52230/XXL 122-132 (£18.33) £21.99

Male Female Size (cm)
PR52227/S PR52228/S 81-89 (£17.24) £20.69
PR52227/M PR52228/M 91-99 (£17.24) £20.69
PR52227/L PR52228/L 102-109 (£17.24) £20.69
PR52227/XL PR52228/XL 112-119 (£17.24) £20.69
PR52227/XXL PR52228/XXL 122-132 (£17.24) £20.69

t VIDA WASHABLE POUCH PANTS
Comfortable, durable and allow the use of either 
a disposable or washable pad. The stay dry lining 
next to the skin keeps the user dry. Men’s and 
ladies’ styles are available.
Sold individually - Disposable and washable 
insert pads are available separately 

VIDA PVC WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE PANTS
Our plastic waterproof pull on pants are soft and  
comfortable. They are machine washable. 
Sold individually

PR52179/S Small 81-89cm (£17.99) £21.59
PR52179/M Medium 91-99cm (£17.99) £21.59
PR52179/L Large 102-109cm (£17.99) £21.59
PR52179/XL X Large 112-119cm (£17.99) £21.59
PR52179/XXL        XX Large 122-132cm (£17.99) £21.59

BEST 
SELLER3

Washable continence care products  
exclusively from Able2.
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VIDA WASHABLE CHAIR PADS
This lightweight machine washable 
and reusable pad contains five layers 
of material that quickly absorbs and 
locks liquid inside. 
The top layer keeps the user dry 
and the lower layer is waterproof to 
protect the furniture.
Size: 50 x 60cm
Absorbency: 1 litre 

VIDA WASHABLE BED PADS
This lightweight machine washable and reusable
pad contains five layers of material that quickly 
absorbs and locks liquid inside. The top layer keeps  
the user dry and the lower layer is waterproof to  
protect the furniture. Machine washable.  
With two absorbency levels:
Midi – 2 litres
Maxi – 3 litres

PR52251 70 x 90cm Pink Midi (£20.74) £24.89
PR52251/G 70 x 90cm Green Midi (£20.74) £24.89
PR52251/T 70 x 90cm with tucks Pink Midi (£23.58) £28.29
PR52251/T/G 70 x 90cm with tucks Green Midi (£23.58) £28.29
PR52252 70 x 90cm Pink Maxi (£23.58) £28.29
PR52252/G 70 x 90cm Green Maxi (£23.58) £28.29
PR52252/T 70 x 90cm with tucks Pink Maxi (£25.99) £31.19
PR52252/T/G 70 x 90cm with tucks Green Maxi (£25.99) £31.19
PR52253/T 90 x 90cm with tucks Pink Midi (£27.49) £32.99
PR52253/T/G 90 x 90cm with tucks Green Midi (£27.49) £32.99
PR52254/T 90 x 90cm with tucks Pink Maxi (£30.66) £36.79
PR52254/T/G 90 x 90cm with tucks Green Maxi (£30.66) £36.79

PR52250/PK Pink (£10.66) £12.79
PR52250/WN Wine (£10.66) £12.79
PR52250/BL Blue (£10.66) £12.79
PR52250/BR Brown (£10.66) £12.79

BEST 
SELLER3

BEST 
SELLER3

Retain your dignity and independence with a 
range of products designed to protect you and 
your furniture from any mishaps. EXCLUSIVE
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DAILEE COMFORT u
Shaped pads to combine with fixation pants. (Ideal for 
mobile people with heavy incontinence). 
Supplied in packs of 28.

3 No issues about odour control
3 Adhesive strip for secure fixation
3 Easy pull on and off
3 Heavy incontinence
3 Easy to use
3 Suitable for use in regular  
underwear or fixation pants

Size Absorbency   
PR53123/1 Plus 1300ml (£12.99) £15.59
PR53125/1 Super 2200ml (£15.83) £18.99
PR53126/1 Maxi 2500ml (£15.99) £19.19

DAILEE BED u
Protects beds and other  
furniture from bladder  
leakage episodes  
around the home.  
Supplied in packs  
of 25.  

3 Suitable for use on  
chairs and sofas
3 Locks in fluid, neutralises odours

Header text (see website)
Thinner + Extremely Discrete 

+ Higher Performance

EXCLUSIVE

Innovative dry-lock  
technology works to keep  

the user dry, fresh and  
comfortable.  Locking in  

light to heavy incontinence  
episodes through the day.

PLUS Absorbency
PR53152/1 60 x 90cm 1500ml (£11.66) £13.99

NORMAL Absorbency
PR53129/1 60 x 90cm 1100ml (£10.41) £12.49
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MAXI PLUS Absorbency
PR53112/1 XXL (130-190cm) 3400ml (£26.58) £31.89

MAXI Absorbency
PR53106/1 XS / S (38-105cm) 1900ml (£19.58) £23.49
PR53107/1 M (80-145cm) 2700ml (£23.08) £27.69
PR53108/1 L / XL (120-170cm) 3100ml (£25.91) £31.09

PLUS Absorbency
PR53100/1 XS / S (38-105cm) 1500ml (£17.74) £21.29
PR53101/1 M (80-145cm) 1900ml (£22.16) £26.59
PR53102/1 L / XL (120-170cm) 2000ml (£23.99) £28.79

DAILEE PANT PREMIUM  u
For active, mobile people with medium bladder weakness.  
These pants can be pulled on and off easily, like any other underpants. Supplied in packs of 14.

DAILEE SLIP PREMIUM u
Adult diapers for inactive people with heavy to severe incontinence. Supplied in packs of 28.
3 Fully breathable protection that promotes skin  
    health and comfort
3 Convenient wetness indicator
3 Elastic side panels accommodate flexible sizing
3 Perfect fit + pull on and off
3 Severe incontinence

 3 Ergonomically designed and figure-flattering
3 Stretch fabric offers freedom of movement and a high  
    level of comfort
 3 Invisible reliability
3 Medium bladder weakness 

NORMAL Absorbency
PR53140/1 Small (60-100cm) 1300ml (£8.83) £10.59
PR53141/1 Medium (80-120cm) 1300ml (£11.33) £13.59
PR53142/1 Large (110-140cm) 1300ml (£13.16) £15.79
PR53143/1 Extra Large (130-160cm) 1300ml (£13.91) £16.69

SUPER Absorbency
PR53148/1 Small (60-100cm) 2200ml (£8.99) £10.79
PR53149/1 Medium (80-120cm) 2200ml (£12.16) £14.59
PR53150/1 Large (110-140cm) 2200ml (£14.24) £17.09
PR53151/1 Extra Large (130-160cm) 2200ml (£16.16) £19.39

Dailee offers adult diapers, pads and adult  
pants that are ultra-thin and discreet. EXCLUSIVE
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TOILETING

WATERPROOF BEDDING u
Excellent value, durable waterproof bedding protection. 
Easy to care for, simply wash or wipe down with 
disinfectant solution. The fabric contains a bacteriostat 
/ fungistat to prevent the growth of germs. It is flame 
retardant for added safety. 

Mattress Protector – Single
PR52161       Size: 914 x 1905 x 228mm           (£15.41) £18.49

Mattress Protector – Double
PR52162 Size: 1905 x 1371 x 228mm        (£19.83) £23.79

Duvet Protector – Single
PR52163 Size: 2032 x 1371mm                  (£19.24) £23.09

Pillow Case Protector
PR52164 Size: 736 x 480mm                    (£4.66) £5.59

PROTECT-A-BED® PREMIUM MATTRESS PROTECTOR

• Terry cotton surface
• Cool and comfortable to sleep on
• Dust mite barrier & allergy protection 
• Absorbent, air vapour porous and waterproof
• Allows airflow through mattress and bedding
• Repels liquids like urine and sweat - especially helpful 

in cases of incontinence

Dust Mite & Allergy
Protection Barrier

PR52170 Bunk 75 x 190cm (£24.66) £29.59
PR52171 Single 90 x 190cm (£27.74) £33.29
PR52171/A Single Adjustable 90 x 200cm (£28.66) £34.39
PR52172 Double 135 x 190cm (£35.91) £43.09
PR52173 King 150 x 200cm (£36.99) £44.39
PR52174 Super King 180 x 200cm (£44.24) £53.09
Pillow Protector
PR52175 (2 units) 50 x 57cm (£24.66) £29.59

Every night the human body loses at least a pint of body fluids through the pores and mouth, 
as well as millions of skin flakes. Unprotected mattresses create the perfect breeding ground 

for bacteria and dust mites (a major cause of asthma, eczema and rhinitis). 

BEST 
SELLER3
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3 Modern design
3 Hearing aid compatible 
3 Extra large
3 Clearly legible displays 
3 Easy to use
3 Fantastic and improved sound 
3 Full HD-quality

cordless      corded     mobile     accessories

POWERTEL
Mobile Phone Range

p POWERTEL M24
An easy-to-use 2G clamshell mobile phone. 
The charging base can operate as a hands-free 
system when the phone is docked. Extra loud 
90dB ring, vibrating alert and SOS button that 
notifies up to five people. Ten photo speed dials 
with talking caller ID. Hearing aid compatible. 

PR70217   (£74.99) £89.99

p POWERTEL M50 SMARTPHONE 
A 4G smartphone for high speed connectivity. 
The charging base doubles as a hands-free 
system. Large high-resolution display. Loud 85dB 
ringer. Simple buttons for ease of use. Three 
photo speed dials and SOS button that notifies 
up to five contacts. Hearing aid compatible. 

PR70218         (£191.66) £229.99

LOUD &  CLEAR!
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LEISURE

mobile       cordless      corded      accessories

LOUD &  CLEAR!

mobile       cordless      corded      accessories

t BIGTEL 1580 
ANSWERPHONE
Offers the same features 
as the 1500 with an added 
30 minute answerphone
PR70222 (£49.99) £59.99

BIGTEL 1502  
DECT PHONES u
Offering the same functionality as 
the 1500, but with two handsets.
PR70221           (£58.33) £69.99

BIGTEL 1580 COMBO y
DECT phone convenience and 
corded phone security with  
the same functionality as  
the 1500 alongside a 60  
minute answerphone  
and 100 contact  
directory covering  
both devices.

PR70223
(£74.99) £89.99

p BIGTEL 1500 DECT PHONE
Call block function. Three direct memory 
keys. Large graphic display. Hands-free 
function. Additional handset available 
separately

PR70220   BigTel 1500 Solo
(£41.66) £49.99

PR70224   Additional Handset
(£29.16) £34.99

BEST 
SELLER3

LOUD &  CLEAR!
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LEISURE

mobile       cordless      corded      accessories

BIGTEL 40 PLUS u
Big button corded 
telephone with 
programmable  
numbers. Six direct 
memory photo  
buttons. 10  
two-touch
memories.  
Extra bright  
ringer indicator.

BEST 
SELLER3

BIGTEL  
48 PLUS u
Big button corded  
telephone with  
programmable  
numbers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Large easy-read display. Three direct memory 
buttons. 10 two-touch memories. 32 contact 
directory. Extra bright ringer indicator.
PR70225                                           (£41.66) £49.99

BEST 
SELLER3

ALCATEL TMAX10 u
Big button phone with  
programmable photo  
buttons. Six direct dial  
photo buttons and six  
last number redial  
function. Four level  
earpiece volume  
and three level 
ringer volume.  
Hands-free  
functionality. Incoming call light for visible indication. 
Alarm function. 
PR70219 (£21.66) £25.99

BIGTEL 50  
ALARM PLUS u
Offers the same  
features as the  
BigTel 40 Plus,  
with an added  
water-resistant 
alarm transmitter  
with 3 emergency  
numbers.

PR70226                                            (£33.33) £39.99PR70227                                           (£83.33) £99.99

NOTICE ANYTHING
DIFFERENT?

The Amplicomms range of  
corded and cordless landline  
telephones has undergone a refresh.  
This new for 2022 range boasts  
enhanced features to enable the user to 
retain their independence and keep in 
touch with friends and family. 

NEWNEW

mobile       cordless      corded      accessories

Each device strikes a perfect  
balance of functionality,  
technology and design.

3 Hearing Aid compatible
3 Powerful 90dB ringers
3 Handset audio boost facility
3 High quality sound
3 Big buttons

Innovative and ergonomic  
communications solutions for those  
with impaired hearing and sight.
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TALKING BUTTON 
CLOCK FOR LOW
VISION u
This talking button clock
has a high quality loud and
clear English male voice
which tells the time, day
and date at the press of
a button and also has an
alarm feature. The 
compact design sits flat
and secure and cannot easily be knocked over.
Requires 2 X AAA batteries (not supplied).
PR70099   (£22.33) £26.79

TALKING DUAL TIME ALARM CLOCK q
Press the large top button and 
this quartz analogue clock 
will speak the time. 
Talking function and 
clear analogue face 
assists the visually 
impaired. Analogue 
and digital time display. 
Voice announcement  
of temperature.  
Alarm and hourly time: 
announcement optional. 
Uses 2 x AA batteries (not included).

PR70073 (£17.99) £21.59

TALKING BIG DIGIT WATCH q 
A stylish digital watch with  
oversize LCD digital display.  
The clear voice announcement  
of time and date assists  
the visually impaired.  
 
Uses 1 x CR2016  
lithium battery (included).

PR70163  (£18.74) £22.49

DAY OF THE WEEK WALL CLOCK q
An easy to see quartz weekday clock 
designed to help those living 
with dementia and  
Alzheimer’s with  
remembering the 
day of the week. 
Shatterproof 
acrylic face with  
large bold wording 
and hand to make it  
easy to see.  
Requires 1 x AA 
battery (not supplied). 
Size: 20cm (8”) diameter
PR70102                  £35.96

HIGH CONTRAST DAY-DATE WALL CLOCK q
Our smart day-date wall  
clock sports an oversized  
30cm face with clear  
numbers on a high-contrast 
yellow face. The distinct  
hands make it easy to read 
from anywhere in the room 
even for those with sight 
limitations. The uncluttered  
digital display shows the day, date and month, making 
it a great aid for anyone living with dementia. Simple 
to set up, the quartz movement ensures split second 
accuracy, so you are always on time. 
Requires 1 x AA battery (not supplied).

PR70106   (£20.74) £24.89

p TALKING KEYCHAIN POCKET CLOCK
Press the button anytime to announce the 
time and date. Easy to set and ideal for visually 
impaired users and those with dementia.
PR70100 (£15.83) £18.99
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LEISURE

t HOME SAFETY ALERT
This wireless alarm calling system has two pendants covering a 60 
metre range. The large call button activates the main alarm unit with 
a distinct alarm tone. The compact receiver can be battery or mains 
operated, for use in any location, and has a quick reset button to 
cancel the alarm, with a choice of 3 volume levels on the main unit. Also 
features a low battery indicator.

Quick reset button on main unit to cancel the call or alarm.  
Each transmitter uses 1 x 23A 12V battery (included). 
The receiver unit is powered by a 6V adaptor (not included) or 4 x AA 
batteries (not included).
PR70145                                     £73.49

WRITING GRIPS p 
Help reduce fatigue caused 
by writing with these soft 
plastic bulb shaped grips that 
slip onto any standard size pen 
or pencil. 3 per pack
PR70022 £4.69

LITE-TOUCH PEN
Requires almost no pressure 
to use. The entire pen is built 
up to provide a comfortable 
hold. A slight indentation in the 
thumb area aids in gripping. 
Lightweight plastic with a clip 
top. Cap included.  
Black ink.
PR70017 (£5.83) £6.99

BEST 
SELLER3

PR70159  (£5.41) £6.49

Opens over 10,000 disabled 
toilets across the UK. 

Don’t venture out 
without your 
Radar Key!

Safety, security 
and peace 

of mind when 
getting in and 
out of the bed

SEE PAGES 8 - 11
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£35.99 Natural
PR70095

THE WOODEN 
READING REST

PR70108  £17.39

p LIGHTED HAND  
    HELD MAGNIFIER 

PR70001 £13.19

p FULL PAGE 
    MAGNIFIER 
Size: 28 x 21.5cm 

3 Well-designed with the user in mind
3 Suitable for a variety of needs

3 Ideal for hobbies, DIY and general  
     assistance when out and about.

OUR RANGE OF READING ASSISTANCE PRODUCTS: 

PR70109 £9.19

p PROFESSIONAL   
    LOUPE
    MAGNIFIER

PR70081 £10.79

p POCKET LED  
     MAGNIFIER   
Batteries Included

BEST 
SELLER3

FOR MORE KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, SEE PAGES 12 - 14
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BACK CARE

SACROILIAC SUPPORT BELT
Additional stabilisation of the sacrum and added 
pelvic support. Re-establishes the joint’s natural 
movement. Additional side pulls. Suitable for use 
during pregnancy.
Code Size Hip (7” below waist)
SP24249 Small 76 - 86cm (30-34”)
SP24273 Medium 89 - 102cm (35-40”)
SP24274 Large 104 - 117cm (41-46”)
SP24275 Extra Large 120 - 132cm (47-52”)
Price £47.99

BEST 
SELLER3

CORRECTING u
SHOULDER SUPPORT
Helps to correct round  
shoulders. It can also  
relieve upper back pain.  
Front fastening for easy  
use. Measure chest  
(under bust).

Chest Size (under bust)
SP24108 Small 76 - 86cm (30-34”)
SP24156 Medium 89 - 102cm (35-40”)
SP24157 Large 104 - 117cm (41-46”)
SP24158 Extra Large 120 - 132cm (47-52”)
Price £53.99

GENTLE FORME 
SUPPORT BELT u
Slim effective compressive 
support with removable  
back protection pad.  
20cm at back narrowing
to 13cm at front.

  Waist Size
SP24031 Small 56 - 69cm (22-27”)
SP24043 Medium 71 - 84cm (28-33”)
SP24044 Large 86 - 99cm (34-39”)
SP24045 Extra Large 102 - 114cm (40-45”)
Price £51.99

UNIVERSAL u
SUPPORT BELT
Stabilises hips 
and pelvis. It has  
detachable side  
pulls for added  
support and provides  
uniform compression  
with unrestricted mobility.

Waist Size
SP24106 Small 56 - 69cm (22-27”)
SP24114 Medium 71 - 84cm (28-33”)
SP24117 Large 86 - 99cm (34-39”)
SP24120 Extra Large 102 - 114cm (40-45”)
Price £50.99

POWER PLUS
SUPPORT BELT u
Ideal for heavy tasks. With 
additional side pulls and 
compressive support to 
the low back. Removable 
back protection pad. 
21cm at back narrowing
to 15cm at front.

Waist Size
SP24032 Small 56 - 69cm (22-27”)
SP24046 Medium 71 - 84cm (28-33”)
SP24047 Large 86 - 99cm (34-39”)
SP24048 Extra Large 102 - 114cm (40-45”)
Price £59.99

BEST 
SELLER3

BEST 
SELLER3

The Harley range of  
supports is designed for  
comfort and relief. EXCLUSIVE
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All wedges available with optional coccyx cut out 
and/or fixing strap - For a fixing strap add /S to  

the relevant code  (Add £3.00 to the price shown)

All Harley Back Supports and Lumbar Rolls are supplied with an elasticated fixing strap.

p 11° WEDGE
Tilts the pelvis to the optimum 11° 
keeping the spine in its natural 
position. Significantly decreases 
pain in the lower back and legs.
Size: 36 x 36 x 10cm
SP24015  11° Wedge £33.99
SP24050  11° Coccyx  
                 Wedge

£33.99

DESIGNER WEDGE
An ideal 8° angle ensures the natural ‘S’ shape of the spine is maintained. 
A base of high resilient foam bonded to a topping of visco elastic memory 
foam. Size: 36 x 36 x 8cm

SP24083SP24023

SP24083 Designer Wedge £56.99
SP24023 Designer Coccyx Wedge £56.99

BEST 
SELLER3

LUMBAR ROLLS
‘D’ type rolls are ideal on a flat backed seat, perhaps a car or office 
chair. Circular rolls are more suited to a padded or lounge type seat. 
Fitted with an elasticated strap. Easily portable - take it wherever you 
go. Length: 28cm

SP24008 Circular - 5” £24.99
SP24001 Circular - 4” £24.99

p SLIMLINE WEDGE /
CAR SEAT LEVELLER
Ideal in the car where headroom is 
at a premium. A boon when just a 
little added support to ease muscle 
tension in the lumbar region is 
needed.
Size: 36 x 36 x 5cm
Slimline Wedge
SP24010 £33.99
Slimline Coccyx Wedge
SP24052 £33.99

With Strap

The Harley Range of seating and back 
supports provides optimum comfort and 
positioning for complete back health.

SP24007 ‘D’ Roll - 5” £24.99
SP24016 ‘D’ Roll - 4” £24.99
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EXCLUSIVE

p DESIGNER 
    BACK SUPPORT
Gently sculptured to hold the 
lumbar spine in the correct 
position. Shaped sides offer gentle 
lateral support and optimum 
comfort. Individually moulded from 
visco elastic memory foam.

p ORIGINAL 
     BACK SUPPORT
Moulded to the same ergonomic 
shape as the Designer (above) but 
using polyurethane foam; ideal for 
those who prefer firmer support.
SP24005 40 x 38cm £56.99

SP24078 40 x 38cm £63.99

SP24078
SP24005

Nodular polyurethane foam allows air  
to circulate freely and relieves pressure. 
Complete with its own discreet inner  
cover. Removable tartan cover as  
standard - other options available.
Size: 41cm (Dia) x 7cm
SP44289    £33.99

RISK
LOW t NODULAR RING CUSHION

BEST 
SELLER3

DESIGNER 
CAR/LOW BACK 
SUPPORT  
Moulded visco elastic memory 
foam provides lumbar support; 
ideal in the car or an office chair. 
Exceptional comfort and relief.

ORIGINAL CAR/
LOW BACK SUPPORT 
Moulded to the same ergonomic 
shape as the Designer (above) 
but using polyurethane foam; 
offering firmer support.

SP24081 30 x 21cm £56.99

SP24018 30 x 21cm £49.99

SP24081
SP24018

BEST 
SELLER3

SP24024 38 x 41cm £62.99

t  DESIGNER 
     SPINE SUPPORT
Perfect on an upright type seat. A base of 
polyurethane foam bonded to a topping of 
pressure relieving visco elastic memory foam. 
Provides maximum comfort as it adjusts to the 
natural curve of the spine.

RISK
HIGH

SP44233    Designer Ring Cushion - 44cm (Dia) x 10cm                   £50.99

t DESIGNER RING CUSHION
Allows the user to sit for longer periods 
as visco elastic foam conforms to 
the body and literally ‘moulds as 
you move’. Fitted inner cover.  Ring 
cushion cover options availableBEST 

SELLER3

ORIGINAL RING CUSHION u
Constructed from moulded polyurethane 
foam that provides relief when sitting 
for longer periods. Fitted inner cover. 
Ring cushion cover options available
SP44837     Original Ring Cushion - 44cm (Dia) x 8cm £40.99

RISK
MEDIUM

INFLATABLE RUBBER RING u
Can be used to prevent pressure sores or 
assist with their healing. Can be wiped clean.

RISK
LOW

PR20616 41cm (Dia) £23.99
PR20618 46cm (Dia) £23.99

RING CUSHION COVER OPTIONS
SP44266 Towelling (Black) £16.99            SP44266/TAR Tartan £16.99     
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EXERCISE AND THERAPY

p WHEAT BAG - LAVENDER 
These wheat bags are lavender 
scented and are ideal for cramps, 
headaches/migraines, aches,  
tension and stress. 
Wheat has excellent heat retention 
properties, keeping the bag warmer 
for longer. This enables the user 
to use the bag and experience its 
soothing benefits for a longer period 
of time before reheating is necessary. 

PR15095/T Tartan £13.19
PR15095/P Purple Fleece £13.19

OVER DOOR EXERCISE PULLEY
Improve range of motion and coordination following CVA.  
The stronger arm pulls the affected arm up in a controlled stretching 
motion. Two models are available. The bracket positions the pulleys 
38cm away from the door to give you more room to move, whilst  
the anchor fits snugly between the door and frame. 
Will not scratch surfaces.

PR15057           With Extended Metal Bracket £28.79
PR15057/WA    With Webbing Anchor £29.99

BEST 
SELLER3

GEL THERAPY BALLS 
Colour coded to provide variable 
resistance training for hands, 
fingers and forearms. Pleasant 
to touch and return back to their 
original shape after each squeeze. 
PR15220/P    Pink - Extra Soft
PR15220/BL  Blue - Soft
PR15220/G    Green - Medium
PR15220/O    Orange - Firm
PR15220/BK  Black - Extra Firm
Price               £5.99

BEST 
SELLER3

PR15341 £40.79

PEDAL EXERCISER  
Economical and compact home 
exerciser. Helps restore muscle 
strength, circulation and coordination 
to the arms and legs. Can be stored 
easily under a chair or bed.  
Durable steel frame, Pewter finish, 
anti-slip tips. 

Size: 
510 x 400 x 230mm

BEST 
SELLER3

PR15342 £59.99

p FOLDING PEDAL EXERCISER  
WITH 5 FUNCTION DISPLAY   
A great tool for improving 
cardiovascular fitness, stimulating 
circulation and improving leg  
and arm muscle strength. 
The display helps you track your  
exercise time, revolution count, 
revolutions per minute  
and total calories  
burned. The folding 
design makes it  
perfect for travel  
and easy storage.
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ORTHOPAEDIC

ACTIMOVE® ARTHRITIS
CARE ANKLE SUPPORT

PR79154/S Small 16cm - 21cm
PR79154/M Medium 21cm - 26cm
PR79154/L Large 26cm - 31cm
PR79154/XL Extra Large 31cm - 39cm
PR79154/XXL XX Large 39cm - 43cm
Price           £17.99

NEWNEW

ACTIMOVE® ARTHRITIS
CARE KNEE SUPPORT

PR79153/S Small 28cm - 33cm
PR79153/M Medium 33cm - 38cm
PR79153/L Large 38cm - 43cm
PR79153/XL Extra Large 43cm - 49cm
PR79153/XXL XX Large 49cm - 56cm
Price           £19.99

NEWNEW

ACTIMOVE® ARTHRITIS
CARE ELBOW SUPPORT

PR79152/S Small 19cm - 23cm
PR79152/M Medium 23cm - 26cm
PR79152/L Large 26cm - 29cm
PR79152/XL Extra Large 29cm - 32.5cm
Price              £17.99

NEWNEW

ACTIMOVE® ARTHRITIS
CARE WRIST SUPPORT

PR79151/S Small 12cm - 15cm
PR79151/M Medium 15cm - 17cm
PR79151/L Large 17cm - 19cm
PR79151/XL Extra Large 19cm - 21cm
Price           £18.99

NEWNEW

ACTIMOVE® ARTHRITIS CARE 
wrist, elbow, knee and ankle supports 

are made from special ceramic yarns which 
retain and reflect body heat.

The range is latex-free, with four-way 
stretch material providing light  

and comfortable compression to  
reduce swelling for improved mobility.
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Validated compression to  
provide support and stability  

Helps to reduce swelling, increase 
mobility and manage pain 

Skin friendly and latex-free 

Specifically designed to help
alleviate symptoms of arthritis

NEWNEW

ACTIMOVE® 
ARTHRITIS CARE 
GLOVES
Made from a neoprene-free 
performance material providing 
comfort and breathability

PR79150/S Small 18cm - 20cm
PR79150/M Medium 20cm - 23.5cm
PR79150/L Large 23.5cm - 27cm
PR79150/XL Extra Large 27cm - 30cm
Price              £20.99

99
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ORTHOPAEDIC

This innovative and versatile brand offers 
a dynamic selection of medical grade 
orthopaedic and sports supports.

This innovative and versatile brand offers 
a dynamic selection of medical grade 
orthopaedic and sports supports.

STABILISED WRIST  
& THUMB BRACE
PR79105/R    Right £21.99
PR79105/L     Left   £21.99

WRIST SUPPORT
PR79050 £15.99

3 Universal size 

3 Ultra-thin

3 All edges are bound  
comfortably for safety 

3 Fully adjustable  
compression, regardless  
of swelling

3 Medical grade neoprene 
for excellent heat retention

3 Can be worn in the office, 
at home or for sports

3 Can be used/worn in  
conjunction with the  
integrated Neo G 3D Hot 
and Cold Compression  
Support System

STABILISED WRIST SUPPORT
PR79055R    Right £19.99
PR79055L     Left   £19.99

THUMB BRACE
PR79063 £17.99

HINGED OPEN
KNEE SUPPORT
PR79057 £47.99

KNEE SUPPORT
PR79051      Closed £17.99
PR79052      Open £19.99

Closed

Open
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ORTHOPAEDIC

This range of supports - and all other Neo G 
ranges are specifically designed to help the 
user keep active whilst on the road to recovery.

This range of supports - and all other Neo G 
ranges are specifically designed to help the 
user keep active whilst on the road to recovery.

GROIN SUPPORT
PR79060                              £29.99

WAIST/BACK SUPPORT
PR79054 £25.99

TENNIS ELBOW STRAP
PR79064 £16.99

SHOULDER SUPPORT
PR79069 £34.99

TENNIS/GOLF  
ELBOW SUPPORT
PR79059 £19.99

BACK BRACE
PR79062 £46.79

CALF/SHIN SPLINT SUPPORT
PR79068                             £19.99

STABILISED OPEN
KNEE SUPPORT
PR79056 £37.09

PATELLA BAND
PR79067 £15.99

ANKLE SUPPORT
PR79053                            £19.99
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ORTHOPAEDIC

This innovative and versatile brand offers 
a dynamic selection of medical grade 
orthopaedic and sports supports.

Size: 5 x 112cm
PR/UPS £7.19

p SHOULDER/ARM SLING 
Can be used for broken wrist, 
upper arm and forearm, with its 
universal design the sling can be 
adjusted to fit all. A one-piece 
sling with Velcro closure and 
stabilising buckle. 
Latex free. 
Supplied in black only.

PR79073 £21.99

p AIRFLOW  
BREATHABLE ARM  
SLING 
An adjustable sling constructed  
from breathable fabric for 
maximum comfort and control. 
Immobilises the shoulder and 
collarbone to assist the healing 
process. Fits both left and right 
arms. Supplied in black only.

p NECK COLLAR
Ideal to stabilise the neck after 
trauma, or for long term use as a 
night resting collar. Fully washable 
medium density closed cell foam. 

Size
PR/BC/1 Small 7.5 x 43cm
PR/BC/2 Medium 9 x 47cm
PR/BC/3 Large 9 x 51cm
PR/BC/4 Large/Deep 10 x 51cm
Price £11.99

COMFORT / RELIEF ARTHRITIS GLOVES 
Helps with symptoms associated with arthritis in the wrist and hand. 
Flexiwear Dual Layer System consisting of two pairs of interchangeable 
gloves for optimum mobility, flexibility, warmth and comfort. Anti-Slip 
silicone palm grip and comfort fit for versatility during daily activities. 
Consists of one pair of thinner compression ‘lifestyle’ gloves and a 
secondary pair of ‘warming’ gloves. To size, measure around the  
hand at the fullest part, where your fingers meet your palm.

PR79108/XS X Small (5 - 17 cm)
PR79108/S Small (17 - 19 cm)
PR79108/M Medium (19 - 21 cm)
PR79108/L Large (21 - 23 cm)
PR79108/XL X Large (23 - 25 cm)
Price (£16.66) £19.99

BEST 
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Our 
bespoke 
service

Rise and Recline Chairs
A made to measure range for style and comfort

Welcome to Better Mobility
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Fireside Chairs
from £375 
Tradtional Jubilee and Queen Anne  
Chairs offers comfort and good value. 

Rise and Recline 
Chairs
from £750 
Rise and recline Chairs available from 
the shop floor or choose from our 
made to measure range. You choose 
the fabric, the style, dimensions and 
mechanism to suit your needs.

Made to Measure
for ultimate style and comfort
• Hand built in the UK
• Multiple fabrics and styles to choose from
• Free delivery and installation



Our Most Popular Wheeled Walkers
Welcome to Better Mobility
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Zoom
Walker
£247
Available in 5 colours and 3 sizes.
Small & Medium:  
Max user weight: 21st 
Large:  Max user weight: 25st

Jaguar 
              £175
Compact walker with tray.
Ideal for indoor use.

BETTER PRICE

Taima £299
Small and Medium sizes available!
Elegant and lightweight, easy to fold,  
transport and manoeuver.
Small: Product weight: 5.3kg
Max user weight: 23st
Medium: Product weight: 5.5kg
Max user weight: 23st



Most Popular Power Chair & Wheelchairs
Welcome to Better Mobility
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Reno Elite £1750 
Best-selling small powerchair
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Max user weight: 21st
Approx. range: 12.5 miles
Top speed: 4mph

Icon 35LX
              £275
Very lightweight and strong transit wheelchair.
Adjustable arms and folds to fit in boot of a car.
Safe user weight limit of 20 stone
Wheelchair weight: 9kg

BETTER PRICE

Orbit
              £325
Lightweight and strong self propel Wheelchair.
Flip up arms for side transfer.
Folds to fit in the boot of a car.
Max user weight: 18st
Wheelchair weight: 15kg

BETTER PRICE
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Everything you need 
to make your life better

 No.1 
Mobility 
Retailer 

North Somerset

Look us up
www.bettermobilityclevedon.co.uk

Find Us
11 Station Road
Clevedon
North Somerset
BS21 6NH
United Kingdom

Get in touch
01275 342977

Welcome To
Better Mobility
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